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Abstract
This thesis presents the development and optimization of terahertz quantum-
cascade lasers (THz QCLs) as sources for heterodyne receivers. A particular
focus is on single-mode emitters for the heterodyne detection of the impor-
tant astronomic oxygen (OI) line at 4.75 THz. Various active-region designs
are investigated. High-output-power THz QCLs with low operating voltages
and emission around 3 THz are obtained for an active region, which involves
phonon-assisted intersubband transitions. While these QCLs are based on
a GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructure with x = 0.15, similar heterostructures
with x = 0.25 allowed for very low threshold current densities. By successive
modifications of the active-region design, THz QCLs have been optimized to-
ward the desired frequency at 4.75 THz. To obtain single-mode operation,
first-order lateral distributed-feedback (DFB) gratings are investigated. It
shows that such gratings allow for single-mode operation in combination with
high continuous-wave (cw) output powers. A general method is presented to
calculate the coupling coefficients of lateral gratings. In conjunction with this
method, the lasers are well described by the coupled-mode theory of DFB lasers
with two reflective end facets. Single-mode operation within the specified fre-
quency bands at 4.75 THz is demonstrated. Stable operation of THz QCLs is
often in conflict with the occurrence of a negative differential resistance (NDR)
regime at elevated field strengths and the formation of electric-field domains
(EFDs). Stationary EFDs are shown to be related to discontinuities in the cw
light-current-voltage characteristics, while non-stationary EFDs are related to
current self-oscillations and cause a temporal modulation of the output power.
To model such effects, the nonlinear transport equations of weakly coupled su-
perlattices are adopted for QCLs by introducing an effective drift velocity-field
relation.
iii
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung und Optimie-
rung von Terahertz-Quantenkaskadenlasern (THz-QCLs) für die Anwendung
als Lokaloszillator in THz-Heterodyndetektoren, insbesondere für die Detek-
tion der astronomisch wichtigen Sauerstoff (OI) Linie bei 4.75 THz. Hierfür
wurden zunächst unterschiedliche QCL-Heterostrukturen untersucht. Basie-
rend auf einer Heterostruktur, welche schnelle Intersubbandübergänge über
Streuung an Phononen ausnutzt, konnten QCLs mit hoher Ausgangsleistung
und niedriger Betriebsspannung bei 3 THz erzielt werden. Während diese Laser
auf dem Materialsystem GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs mit x = 0.15 basieren, führt die
Erhöhung des Al-Anteils auf x = 0.25 für ähnliche Strukturen zu sehr niedri-
gen Schwellstromdichten. Durch schrittweise Optimierungen gelang es, QCLs
zu realisieren, die bei 4.75 THz emittieren. Mit Hilfe von lateralen Gittern
erster Ordnung für die verteilte Rückkopplung (DFB) konnten Einzelmoden-
Dauerstrichbetrieb mit hoher Ausgangsleistung, sowie Einzelmoden-Betrieb in-
nerhalb des spezifizierten Frequenzbereichs bei 4.75 THz erzielt werden. Eine
allgemeine Methode zur Bestimmung der DFB-Kopplungskonstanten erlaubt
eine gute Beschreibung der Laser innerhalb der etablierten Theorie der ge-
koppelten Moden für DFB-Laser mit reflektiven Endfacetten. Oft steht das
Auftreten negativer differentieller Leitfähigkeit bei höheren Feldstärken und
die damit verbundenen Bildung von elektrischer Felddomänen (EFDs) im Kon-
flikt mit einem stabilen Betrieb der THz-QCLs. Es wird gezeigt, dass stationäre
EFDs mit Diskontinuitäten in der statischen Licht-Strom-Spannungskennlinie
verbunden sind, während Selbstoszillationen, verursacht durch nicht-stationäre
EFDs, eine zeitliche Modulation der Ausgangsleistung bewirken. Mit Hilfe ei-
ner effektiven Driftgeschwindigkeit für QCLs lassen sich viele der beobachteten
Phänomene durch die nichtlinearen Transportgleichungen für schwach gekop-
pelte Übergitter beschreiben.
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1 Introduction
Many spectroscopic and imaging applications in the terahertz (THz) or far-infrared range
of the electromagnetic spectrum rely on artificial emission sources with suitable properties.
Such an application in the field of astronomy is the heterodyne spectroscopy of the emission
of cold interstellar gases. Examples for particular important emission lines are the fine-
structure transitions of molecular deuterated hydrogen at 2.68 THz and neutral atomic
oxygen (OI) at 4.75 THz, where the latter is believed to be one major coolant channel
of the interstellar medium. Heterodyne detection requires local oscillators, which emit
within a few GHz of the particular transition frequency. Promising sources for local
oscillators above 2 THz are THz quantum-cascade lasers (QCLs), which are electrically
driven semiconductor lasers based on intersubband transitions. The first proposals for such
intersubband lasers reach back to the 1970’s [1]. However, an intersubband laser was not
demonstrated until 1994 [2]. The first intersubband laser, named quantum-cascade laser
by its inventors, operated at 4.3 µm and started the development of mid-infrared (MIR)
QCLs, which emit at frequencies above the phonon absorption band of the semiconductor.
Another eight years later, in 2002, the first QCL operating below the phonon absorption
band was demonstrated [3], starting the development of THz QCLs.
In contrast to interband semiconductor lasers, in which electron-hole pairs recombine
radiatively, QCLs are unipolar devices based on intersubband transitions in the conduction
band. In such a laser, a quantum-well heterostructure provides a well-defined confinement
for the electrons, and, by a proper design of this structure, a population inversion between
two subband states can be achieved. Due to the absence of recombination, the number
of electrons is a conserved quantity in QCLs, and a single electron can undergo several
lasing transitions in a vertically stacked cascade of active-region periods. Note that in this
work the term active-region period refers to a single period of the QCL heterostructure,
while the term active region refers to the sum of all periods. The emission frequency of
a QCL is determined by the design of the active-region period and independent of the
semiconductor bandgap. Both types, MIR and THz QCLs, rely on the same principle of
operation. However, the waveguides, which confine the optical mode, are different for THz
and MIR QCLs due to the different wavelength ranges.
In contrast to MIR QCLs, which operate today mostly at room temperature or above,
the operation of THz QCLs is restricted to temperatures below 200 K. This imposes a
severe challenge for any application, since the laser has to be integrated in a cryogenic
operation environment. Since the size and cost of such a cooling system scale with the
thermal power, which has to be dissipated at low temperatures, a small electrical driving
power of the THz QCL is of major importance. In recent years, many record values for
particular properties of THz QCLs have been reported, such as the highest temperature
for pulsed operation [4], the highest output power [5], and the lowest operating frequency
[6]. The focus of the present work is on the development of THz QCLs, which combine
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several beneficial properties in order to be suitable as local oscillators for THz heterodyne
spectroscopy and further applications. Ideally, a THz QCL for use as local oscillator
operates with mW optical power in continuous-wave (cw) mode, a Gaussian beam profile,
and a single-mode emission spectrum. Heterodyne receivers based on THz QCLs as local
oscillators have been proposed and also demonstrated within the recent years [7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12]. However, the realization of heterodyne detectors based on THz QCLs for
astronomically important emission lines such as the OI line at 4.75 THz has remained an
open challenge.
Another aim of this work is a better understanding of the nonlinear transport effects
in THz QCLs, which are related to the presence of negative differential resistance (NDR)
and the formation of electric-field domains (EFDs). These effects are important since they
are usually in conflict with a stable operation of THz QCLs. It shows that the observed
phenomena are very similar to those found for semiconductor superlattices including dis-
continuities in the current-voltage characteristics and current self-oscillations. For weakly
coupled superlattices, the different nonlinear transport phenomena are covered by a set
of nonlinear transport equations describing the system. In this work, these equations are
adopted for THz QCLs by introducing an effective drift velocity.
In the following chapter, the basic principles of THz QCLs are discussed. The used
fabrication and characterization techniques are explained in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 dis-
cusses THz QCLs based on a GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As active-region heterostructure for emis-
sion around 3 THz. Chapter 5 deals with low-threshold THz QCLs based on GaAs/
Al0.25Ga0.75As heterostructures. Results on the development of THz QCLs for emission
above 4 THz are summarized in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 is about THz QCLs with lateral
distributed feedback (DFB) gratings for single-mode, continuous-wave operation in com-
bination with high output powers. Chapter 8 discusses nonlinear transport effects, which
are related to electric-field domains, and Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis.
2
2 Basic principles of THz QCLs
In this chapter, basic principles of THz QCLs are discussed. Starting with the semiconduc-
tor heterostructures, aspects of the involved intersubband physics, the optical properties of
semiconductors in the THz range, THz waveguides, and basic concepts of the active-region
design are presented.
2.1 GaAs/(Al,Ga)As semiconductor heterostructures
The vast majority of THz QCLs, including those investigated in this work, are based on pla-
nar GaAs/(Al,Ga)As heterostructures grown on GaAs substrates. Due to the rather small
lattice mismatch of AlxGa1−xAs with respect to GaAs, the barrier height, which is deter-
mined by the Al content x, is a degree of freedom in this system. GaAs-based THz QCLs
benefit further from the well-understood, high-quality planar growth of GaAs/(Al,Ga)As
and the availability of semi-insulating substrates, which are highly transparent in the far-
infrared spectral region. Other III-V heterosystems grown on InP substrates have been
proposed such as lattice-matched (In,Ga)As/(In,Al)As [13, 14] and (In,Ga)As/ Ga(As,Sb)
[15]. However, no significant improvements as compared to GaAs-based THz QCLs have
been obtained.
For GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructures, the barrier height for electrons equals the con-
duction band offset (CBO) at the Γ point for values of x < 0.4, while for values x > 0.4
the barrier height is determined by the smaller CBO of the indirect X and L valleys. Due
to this Γ-(X,L) crossing, the maximum Al content for GaAs-based MIR QCLs is usually
set to x = 0.4. The CBO can be calculated by the difference in the bandgaps of the two
materials and the splitting ratio between valence and conduction band offsets. According
to the review of Vurgaftman et al. [16], the following formula for the CBO at the Γ point
has been used throughout this work:
∆Ec(x) = (1.109x− 0.934x2 + 0.851x3) eV . (2.1)
This relation is obtained for the bandgap parameters at T = 0 K including the bow-
ing parameters for the ternary alloy and a splitting ratio of 35:65 between valence and
conduction band offset.
Related to the requirement of a low-loss THz waveguide, the thickness of the active
region for THz QCLs is usually at least 10 µm. This practically limits the average Al
content, which can be used without exceeding the critical thickness for strain relaxation.
For an estimate of this limit, the active-region heterostructure is considered as a single
AlxGa1−xAs layer with the average Al content of the heterostructure. Figure 2.1 depicts
the critical thickness hc(x) for the formation of misfit dislocation in such a layer according
to the theory of Matthews and Blakeslee [17]. Since the difference between the lattice
constants of GaAs and AlAs decreases with increasing temperature [16], hc is significantly
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Figure 2.1: Dependence of the critical thickness hc on the Al content of an AlxGa1−xAs layer
on GaAs for different substrate temperatures according to Ref. [17]. The horizontal
line indicates a typical active-region thickness of 10 µm.
larger at the usual growth temperature of about 900 K as compared to room temperature.
The average Al content is typically around 2% for the THz QCLs investigated in this
work, for which the usual active-region thickness of 10–11 µm is well below hc. However,
in the case of optically pumped THz emitters such as the one proposed by Waldmueller
et al.[18], the average Al content is significantly larger [19]. It has been found during this
work that GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructures can be grown with a thickness of 11 µm
and an average Al content of 8% without detectable relaxation. According to Fig. 2.1,
this thickness is still below hc for a growth temperature of 900 K but already above hc at
300 K. While misfit dislocations might be energetically preferable, their formation requires
an activation energy, which is not present at low temperatures.
2.2 Electronic states in planar heterostructures
QCLs are based on planar heterostructures, in which the electrons are confined in the
growth direction by quantum wells. The electronic dispersion of the bulk crystal splits
into subbands, which are characterized by discrete energy levels in the growth direction
and a free-electron dispersion in the plane of the quantum wells.
In the envelope function approximation, the wavefunctions are separated into a rapidly
varying Bloch term related to the Hamiltonian of the bulk crystal and a slowly varying
envelope function Ψ(r), which is governed by the heterostructure [20]. Due to the in-plane
translation symmetry, the envelope function can be further separated as Ψ(r) = ψxyψz
with the in-plane component ψxy being a plane wave ψxy ∼ exp[i(kxx + kyy)]. If only
conduction band states are considered, the z-component of the envelope function has to
satisfy the following Schrödinger equation(
− ~
2
2m0
∂
∂z
1
µ(z)
∂
∂z
+ Vc(z) + Vel(z)
)
ψz = Eψz. (2.2)
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Here, m0 denotes the free electron mass, Vc(z) the conduction band offset, Vel(z) the
electrical potential due to an applied electric field, and E the energy. The bulk dispersion
of the layer materials enters as an effective electron mass µ(z) in units of m0 (the electron
mass in SI units is given by m = µm0). In the case of a parabolic band, the effective
mass does not depend on energy, and Eq. (2.2) has the form of an eigenvalue equation.
However, a parabolic dispersion is only a good approximation close to the Γ-point of the
Brillouin zone. The nonparabolicity of the bulk dispersion can be taken into account by
an energy-dependent effective electron mass
µ(E) = µ0 + γcE (2.3)
with µ0 denoting the effective electron mass at the Γ point and γc the nonparabolicity
parameter. In this case, an eigenvalue problem is obtained for a quasi two-band k·p
approach for the envelope function [21, 22]:(
Vc(z) + Vel(z) i~√2m0γc
∂
∂z
i~√
2m0γc
∂
∂z −µ0(z)/γc + Vel(z)
)(
ψ1(z)
ψ2(z)
)
= E
(
ψ1(z)
ψ2(z)
)
. (2.4)
The two bands involved are the conduction band and a pseudo valence band, which does
not have a direct physical equivalent, since the bandgap is determined by the external
parameter γc (for γc → 0, the two bands decouple and a parabolic dispersion is obtained
for both). The envelope states are found by diagonalizing the resulting Hamiltonian matrix
for given discrete potential distributions Vc and Vel and a discrete representation of the
momentum operator −i~∂/∂z.
If the carrier concentration is negligible, the electric field ∂Vel/∂z is constant and deter-
mined by the applied bias and the thickness of the structure. In case of periodic structures
such as QCLs, wavefunctions with the center of mass in consecutive periods have to obey
a translation symmetry similar to the Wannier-Stark states of a superlattice. If ψ(k)i is the
set of wavefunctions with the center of mass in period i, the condition becomes
ψ
(k)
i (z) = ψ
(k)
i+1(z + d) , (2.5)
with energy eigenvalues
E
(k)
i+1 = E
(k)
i + Fd , (2.6)
where F denotes the average electric-field strength and d the period length. This sym-
metry, called periodic voltage drop (PVD) in the following, facilitates the simulation of
QCL structures, since only few periods (typically 3–4) have to be taken into account. The
PVD condition is usually considered to be valid also for the case of a local screening of
the electric field by mobile carriers, resulting in a dipole formation in each period. In this
case, the Schrödinger equation has to be solved self-consistently together with the Poisson
equation and a model of the electronic transport, and F becomes in general different from
the local field strength ∂Vel/∂z. While this approach yields often reasonable results, it
fails in the case of non-periodic space charge distributions, i.e. if charge accumulation and
depletion regions are located in different periods of the structure. This subject is further
discussed in Chapter 8.
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2.3 Intersubband transitions
Intersubband transitions in the conduction band of planar heterostructures are the basis
for devices such as quantum-well infrared detectors (QWIPS) and QCLs. Besides opti-
cal intersubband transitions, non-optical transitions play a major role for the electronic
transport.
2.3.1 Optical intersubband transitions
In the following, the (linear) interaction of photons with subband states is discussed in
order to derive expressions for the transition cross-section and the optical gain (for a
detailed derivation see Ref. [23]). Assuming that the envelope function can be separated
as ψ(r) = ψxyψz with the in-plane component ψxy, the matrix element for two states ψ
and ψ′ is given by
M =< ψ′|Hrad|ψ >=< ψ′z|Hrad|ψz > δkxyk′xy (2.7)
with Hrad denoting the interaction Hamiltonian with the radiation field. For a non-
vanishing matrix element, the in-plane momenta of the envelope functions have to be
equal (δkxyk′xy = 1). This is due to the polarization selection rule for intersubband tran-
sitions: only photons polarized perpendicular to the xy-plane, i.e. p-polarized photons,
cause intersubband transitions [21]. The matrix element can be written as
M = e
(
φ~ω
2ε0nrc
)1/2
sin(θp) < ψ′z|z|ψz > δkxyk′xy , (2.8)
where e denotes the electron charge, φ the photon flux, ~ω the photon energy, nr the
refractive index, c the speed of light, ε0 the vacuum dielectric constant, θp the angle
between the electric-field vector and the xy-plane, and < ψ′z|z|ψz > the dipole matrix
element. Using Fermi’s golden rule
W (~ω) = 2pi
~
∑
i,j
|M |2(fi − fj)δ(Ej − Ei − ~ω) , (2.9)
the total transition rate W (~ω) is obtained by summing over all initial and final states,
where fi, fj , Ei, and Ej are the Fermi factors and energies for the initial (i) and final
(j) states, respectively. The corresponding transition cross-section is given by σ = W/φ,
and the absorption/gain coefficient α in units of the inverse length is given by α = σn3D
with n3D being the volume carrier density. In the case of a partially confined waveguide
mode, α has to be multiplied with the confinement factor Γ, which determines the overlap
of the optical mode with the transition. For a finite broadening, the δ-function becomes
a Lorentzian:
δ(Ei − Ej − ~ω)→ 1
pi
(γij/2)
(~ω − ~ωij)2 + (γij/2)2 , (2.10)
where γij denotes the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transition and ~ωij
the transition energy. Considering only a single intersubband transition, the absorption
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coefficient is given by
α = σn3D =
e2ω
ε0nrc
sin2(θp)|zij |2(fi − fj)n3D (γij/2)(~ω − ~ωij)2 + (γij/2)2 (2.11)
with the dipole matrix element zij =< ψj |z|ψi >. zij is related to the oscillator strength
fij via fij = (2mω/~)|zij |2. fij fulfills the sum rule ∑j fij = 1. In the limit of weak
absorption and for low temperatures, the Fermi factors become fi = 1 and fj = 0, and
the absorption efficiency can be written as η = αl, where l is the interaction length, i.e.
the length the light passes within the quantum well. In the case of oblique incidence, the
result becomes
η = e
2ω
ε0nrc
sin2(θp)
cos(θp)
|zij |2n2D (γij/2)(~ω − ~ωij)2 + (γij/2)2 (2.12)
with n2D denoting the sheet carrier density. Equations (2.11) and (2.12) are useful to
estimate for instance the pumping efficiency of optically pumped intersubband emitters
for different coupling geometries. Such an emitter has been proposed by Waldmueller et
al., who suggested the generation of THz radiation by exploiting an external MIR pump
laser et al. [18]. In their proposal, the MIR pump field is resonantly coupled to an MIR
intersubband transition. According to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), the pumping efficiency scales
with the square of the dipole matrix element and the inverse of the transition broadening
γij of the MIR intersubband transition. However, the realization of such a structure has
proven challenging due to the presence of negative differential resistance and the formation
of electric-field domains [19].
According to Eq. 2.11, intersubband gain occurs for a population inversion between two
subbands (fj > fi). In a QCL, this is achieved by electrical pumping. Assuming that
the populations of the upper and lower laser level are n3 and n2, respectively, the gain
maximum (E32 = ~ω) for p-polarized light (θp = 90◦) becomes
gpeak =
e2ω
ε0nrc
|z32|2
γ32/2
(n3 − n2) . (2.13)
The dipole matrix element z32 and the population of the laser levels depend on the field
strength and the design of the particular heterostructure.
Due to the Kramers-Kronig relation, not only the imaginary, but also the real part of the
dielectric function is affected by the presence of intersubband transitions. The imaginary
part of the linear dielectric susceptibility χ = χ1 + iχ2 is given by
χ2 = nr
cα
ω
, (2.14)
where χ1 and χ2 are connected by the Kramers-Kronig relation — if the imaginary parts
of two susceptibility functions are equal, also the real parts equal each other. With the
approximation 2ω(ω−ωij) ≈ ω2+ω2ij in Eq. (2.11), which is reasonable for small broadening
parameters, χ2 (and hence also χ1) become that of a classical damped oscillator. In
analogy to a classical ensemble of oscillators with a low density, i.e. if the electric field
is not significantly screened by the dipoles, the intersubband susceptibility for multiple
transitions can be written as
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χISB =
n3D
ε0
∑
ij
αPij(fi − fj) , (2.15)
where the microscopic polarizability αPij caused by the transition i− j is given by
αPij =
e2
m
fij
ω2ij − ω2 − iγijω
= 2e
2
~
|zij |2ω
ω2ij − ω2 − iγijω
. (2.16)
Eventually, the dielectric function is given by ε = 1+χbg +χISB , where χbg subsumes other
contributions to the linear susceptibility such as phonon and interband terms.
A quantum mechanical derivation of the linear susceptibility within the framework of
semiconductor Bloch equations can be found in Ref. [24]. Having a slightly different
mathematic form, the results are quantitatively very similar to Eq. (2.15).
2.3.2 Electronic transport
Electrically driven intersubband devices such as QCLs are governed by electronic inter-
and intrasubband transport. In contrast to the previously discussed photon-assisted dipole
transitions, the treatment of non-optical intersubband scattering can be rather complex.
Various approaches with different levels of approximation exist to deal with this issue. The
simplest approach, and the one which allows for analytic results, is to assume constant
scattering times and solve a rate equation system for the population of the different sub-
bands [25]. In principle, the scattering times can be obtained by Fermi’s golden rule for
a particular set of subband wavefunctions and a particular in-plane carrier distribution.
However, the wavefunctions in a QCL change with field strength and so do the scattering
times. This restricts the validity of constant-scattering-time approaches to small intervals
of interest such as around the lasing threshold of the QCL. For the purpose of a full device
transport simulation, the scattering times have to be calculated self-consistently with the
field distribution and the wavefunctions for a certain applied bias.
The electronic transport in intersubband devices is affected by inelastic and elastic
scattering [26]. Inelastic scattering includes scattering on acoustic and optical phonons
as well as electron-electron scattering. While the latter is an elastic process in a strict
sense, it can be treated as an effective inelastic scattering process in a one-particle picture
(Hartree approximation). Elastic scattering includes scattering on impurities and interface
roughness and is connected to a dephasing of the electronic wavefunctions. It has been
shown that this effect can play a role for resonant tunneling of electrons from the injector
into the upper laser level of the QCL [27]. Since dephasing is a many-particle effect, a
consistent treatment requires a many-particle picture. Dephasing is often treated within
a density matrix approach assuming constant scattering times [27, 28].
The non-equilibrium Green’s function theory (NEGF) [29, 30] provides in principle a
consistent method to calculate the full inter- and intrasubband quantum transport, but
at the cost of a huge computational time. Until now, only simple structures have been
calculated with this method. The numerical expense of including quantum coherence
and dephasing in transport simulations can be understood by the N2 ×N2 nature of the
Liouville equation for the density matrix, i.e., the numerical expense scales with the fourth
power of the number N of subbands, which are considered.
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For the numerical simulations in this work, a rather simple rate-equation model is
applied, assuming energy-dependent, but momentum-independent scattering rates [22].
This allows for a fast, self-consistent solution of the Schrödinger and Poisson equations
without additional external parameters such as particular scattering rates.
2.3.3 Miniband transport
In the presence of many strongly coupled subbands, the electronic transport might be
treated in the limit of miniband transport, characterized by a continuous dispersion along
the growth direction within each miniband. In the tight-binding limit, the dispersion
relation for the lowest miniband of a superlattice becomes [31]
E(k) =
~2k2xy
2m +
∆
2 (1− cos[kzd]). (2.17)
The first term is related to the free in-plane electron motion, while the second term is re-
lated to the electron confinement in the growth direction. The parameters are ∆, denoting
the width of the miniband (at zero bias), and d, denoting the superlattice period. Ana-
lytic expressions for the miniband transport in the relaxation time approximation, which
are derived within a density matrix approach, can be found in Refs. [31, 32]. Assuming
that only the lowest miniband is populated, the scattering-induced intraminiband current
density becomes [31]
J = en2D∆2~τ
ΩB
Ω2B + 1/τ2
I1[∆/(2kBT )]
I0[∆/(2kBT )]
, (2.18)
where τ denotes the intraminiband relaxation time, ΩB = eFd/~ the Bloch frequency of
the superlattice, and kB Boltzmann’s constant. I1 and I0 are the modified Bessel functions
of first and zeroth order, respectively. For low temperatures (kBT  ∆), the current
density depends linearly on the miniband width (J ∼ ∆), while in the high temperature
limit (kBT  ∆), a quadratic dependence (J ∼ ∆2) is found. Note that the temperature
enters Eq. (2.18) only via the distribution function for the electrons. In case of many
QCLs, strongly coupled subbands form a so-called extraction/injection quasi-miniband,
which connects consecutive optical transition regions. As a consequence of the strong
dependence of the current density on ∆ for miniband transport, the width of such a
quasi-miniband has to be sufficiently large to avoid transport bottlenecks.
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2.4 Optical properties of GaAs and (Al,Ga)As in the THz range
The optical properties of bulk III-V semiconductors in the THz range are determined by
the interaction of photons with shallow impurities, free carriers, and phonons [33]. The
latter cause the phonon absorption or reststrahlen band between about 6.5 and 10 THz
in GaAs. Below the phonon absorption band and in the absence of dopants, semicon-
ductors such as semi-insulating GaAs (SI GaAs) become highly transparent. Considering
phonons and free carriers, the dielectric function can be expressed as a sum of the different
contributions to the (linear) susceptibility and the high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞:
ε = (n+ ik)2 = 1 + χ∞ + χphonon + χFC . (2.19)
Here, χphonon and χFC denote the susceptibility terms caused by phonons and free carriers,
respectively, and χ∞ = ε∞ − 1 subsumes the high-frequency terms such as interband
contributions, which are treated to be constant in the THz range. The phonon term for
GaAs can be approximated by an oscillator model of the form [33, 34]
χphonon(ν) = ε∞
ν2L − ν2T
ν2T − ν2 − iγν
(2.20)
with the parameters νL and νT denoting the longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse
optical (TO) phonon frequencies, respectively, and γ the damping parameter. In the
case of an AlxGa1−xAs alloy, GaAs- and AlAs-like phonons contribute to the dielectric
function. The full dielectric function in this case has been discussed in Ref. [35]. For small
Al contents, the change of the dielectric function is mainly caused by the change of ε∞(x),
and Eq. (2.20) can still be applied using ε∞(x) = ε∞(GaAs)− ax with a proportionality
coefficient a.
The phonon frequencies and the damping parameter of the oscillator term depend also
on temperature. The measured transmittance spectra of a semi-insulating GaAs sub-
strate, exhibit a temperature dependence between 150 K and room temperature, while
below 100 K no significant dependence on temperature is found. Hence, to a good ap-
proximation, temperature-independent parameters can be used for the oscillator model
at low temperatures. The parameters used in this work for the oscillator term of the
dielectric function of AlxGa1−xAs are summarized in Tab. 2.1. A calculation based on
the low-temperature parameters is compared to a measured transmittance spectrum of a
semi-insulating GaAs substrate in Fig. 2.2. A good quantitative agreement is found for
frequencies below the phonon absorption band. The deviations in amplitude at higher
ε∞ νL (cm−1) νT (cm−1) γ (cm−1)
T = 300 K 10.89− 2.77x 292.1 268.7 2.4
T ≤ 100 K 10.69− 2.66x 293.8 271.2 0.7
Table 2.1: Parameters used for the oscillator term of the dielectric function of GaAs and
AlxGa1−xAs at 300 K and at low temperatures [34, 36]. The values for νL and νT
correspond to GaAs.
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Figure 2.2: Measured and calculated far-infrared transmittance spectra for a 100 µm thick
semi-insulating GaAs substrate at 10 K. The calculation is based on the transfer
matrix method as described in Ref. [37].
frequencies are related to two-phonon absorption, which is not covered by the simple
oscillator model.
The contribution of free-carrier absorption to the dielectric function below the phonon
absorption band can be described by a plasma term [33]. In the parabolic-band approxi-
mation (Drude model), χFC is given by
χFC(ω) = −
e2n3D
ε0m(ω2 + iω/τ)
(2.21)
with n3D denoting the density of mobile carriers, τ the mean scattering time for electrons,
and ω = 2piν the angular frequency.
Figure 2.3 shows the calculated absorption coefficient α = 4piIm(
√
ε)ν of GaAs for
different doping densities in the range 1.5–6 THz (50–200 cm−1). The assumed Drude
scattering time is 0.1 ps, the same as used in Ref. [38]. Except for undoped GaAs,
the absorption and dielectric function are strongly affected by free-carrier absorption.
Depending on n3D, α ranges over several orders of magnitude. The strong dependence of
the dielectric function on the doping density is exploited in single-plasmon THz QCLs, for
which the optical mode is confined in the vertical direction by the top contact metal and
a highly doped GaAs layer underneath the active region. In such a highly doped layer,
the optical properties are determined by the mobile carriers.
Figure 2.4 depicts the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function and the refractive
index for highly n-doped GaAs in the range 1.5–6 THz (50–200 cm−1). The real and
imaginary part of the dielectric function differ strongly from that for undoped GaAs, with
the real part being negative. This causes a large imaginary part of the refractive index.
As a consequence, highly n-doped GaAs behaves similar to a metal in the THz range.
A quantitative uncertainty arises from the scattering time in this model, which is not
precisely known. By THz time domain transmission measurement, a Drude scattering
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Figure 2.3: Calculated far-infrared absorption coefficient of GaAs for different doping densities
at low temperatures. The doping densities from 1 to 4 correspond to n = 0,
2×1016, 1×1017, and 2×1018 cm−3. The assumed Drude scattering time is τ =
0.1 ps.
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Figure 2.4: Calculated (a) dielectric function ε1+ iε2 and (b) refractive index n+ ik for highly
n-doped GaAs [logarithmic scale in (b)]. The solid blue lines in (a) and (b) indicate
the corresponding values of 1 and n for undoped GaAs.
time of 0.09 ps has been confirmed for a highly n-doped (2×1018 cm−3) GaAs layer with
an error margin of 20% [39]. By a temperature-dependent Hall measurement for a highly
doped GaAs layer (n = 2.7×1018 cm−3), we found a dc scattering time of 0.06 ps, almost
independent of temperature. However, the value at THz frequencies likely deviates from
the dc value. Since in THz waveguides typically only a rather small part of the optical
mode is confined within the highly doped layer, waveguide simulations as discussed in the
following section yield very similar results in terms of the waveguide mode profile and the
effective refractive index for values of τ in the range 0.05–0.3 ps.
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In the case of electrons confined to quantum wells of a planar heterostructure such as
a QCL, the Drude model of free-carrier absorption is valid only for transverse electrically
(TE) or s-polarized light, i.e. light, which is polarized in the plane of the layers. For
light which is transverse magnetically (TM) or p-polarized, i.e. perpendicular to the plane
of the layers, the dielectric function is determined by discrete intersubband transitions.
According to Agranovich [40], the dielectric tensor for a layered heterostructure is given
by
εxy =
1∑
li
∑
i
εili, (2.22)
ε−1z =
1∑
li
∑
i
li
εi
, (2.23)
with εxy denoting the in-plane component of the dielectric tensor, εz the component in
growth direction, and li and εi the thickness and dielectric function of layer i, respectively.
For electrons which are confined in discrete subbands, Eq. (2.23) can strictly be applied
only to the background dielectric function, i.e. without the carrier contribution. Due to
the small Al content in the active region of THz QCLs, εz exhibits approximately the
value of bulk AlxGa1−xAs, with x being the average Al content in the active region.
2.5 Waveguides and resonators of THz QCLs
In addition to the active-region heterostructure, a THz QCL is defined by the type of
the resonator and the waveguide. The simplest type of a resonator is the Fabry-Pérot
cavity, which consists of a waveguide with cleaved mirror facets. There exist two basic
waveguide concepts for THz QCLs. In a metal-metal (MM) waveguide, the optical mode
is confined between two metallic layers. In a single-plasmon (SP) waveguide (also called
semi-insulating surface-plasmon waveguide), the optical mode is confined between a top
metal layer and a highly doped GaAs bottom layer. Figure 2.5 shows a sketch of the
cross-section for both waveguides and the vertical intensity profile of the guided mode.
For MM and SP waveguides, the confined optical mode is partly plasmonic, since the
plasma frequencies of the metal and the highly doped GaAs layers are well above the
frequency of the THz QCL. The term single-plasmon was introduced by Rochat et al. [41]
for comparing properties of this type of waveguides with a similar concept based on highly
doped substrates, which was called double-plasmon waveguide. However, the concept of
SP waveguides had already been described in the pioneering paper of Köhler et al. [3].
Indeed, the first THz QCL was based on this type of waveguide.
A main difference between MM and SP waveguides is the confinement factor Γ of the
guided mode, which is a measure of the overlap of the optical mode with the active region.
For TM polarized modes, the magnetic field oscillates in the transversal direction, i.e. in
the plane of the quantum wells, while the electric field oscillates (to a good approximation)
in the growth direction, E ≈ Ezez. For a given intensity profile of the waveguide mode,
the confinement factor can be written as
13
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Figure 2.5: Cross-section of single-plasmon (SP) and metal-metal (MM) waveguides and in-
tensity distribution of the fundamental laser mode. 1: top contact metal, 2:
GaAs/(Al,Ga)As active region, 3: n+-GaAs layer, 4: lower contact metal, 5:
semi-insulating GaAs substrate, 6: semi-insulating or n+-GaAs substrate. Typ-
ical dimensions are 10 µm for the height of the active region, 0.7 µm for the
thickness of the highly doped lower contact layer, 50–200 µm for the width of the
waveguide, and 20 µm for the gap between the bottom of the ridge and the lower
contact metal.
Γ =
∫
AR |Ez|2dA∫ |Ez|2dA , (2.24)
where the integration is performed over the area of the active region (AR) in the numer-
ator and over the whole waveguide area in the denominator. A stronger confinement is
beneficial in terms of the threshold gain given by
gth =
αw + αm
Γ , (2.25)
where αw and αm denote waveguide and mirror losses, respectively. gth is related to the
threshold current density Jth by
Jth =
gth
g˜
= αw + αm
g˜Γ (2.26)
with g˜ denoting the differential gain (or gain factor), i.e. the increase of the gain with
increasing current density below the lasing threshold. While for MM waveguides the
confinement factor Γ is nearly unity and independent of the frequency, the optical mode
extends significantly into the substrate with a frequency-dependent Γ ranging between
about 0.2 and 0.5 in the case of SP waveguides. For that reason, the substrate for SP
waveguides has to be semi-insulating to avoid free-carrier absorption. For both types of
waveguides, the waveguide losses αw are mainly caused by free-carrier absorption in the
highly doped contact layers, the active region and, to a small amount, by absorption in
the metallic layers and by residual phonon absorption.
A further difference between Fabry-Pérot cavities based on MM and SP waveguides is
related to the mirror losses αm, which can be written as
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Layer Thickness (µm) n3D (cm−3)
Top metallization (Au) 0.3 5.9×1022
Top contact layer (GaAs:Si) 0.08 5×1018
Active region (Al0.02Ga0.98As) 10 5×1015 or 0
Lower contact layer (GaAs:Si) 0.7 2×1018
SI GaAs substrate 150–350 0
Table 2.2: Vertical scheme of SP waveguides as used for waveguide simulations. The dielectric
functions of GaAs and (Al,Ga)As are discussed in Section 2.4. Used dielectric
function for Au: εAu = ε∞−n3De2/[ε0m0(ω2 + iω/τ)] with ε∞ = 13, τ = 0.014 ps
(best fit to data of [34]). A Drude scattering time of 0.1 ps has been used for the
highly doped GaAs layers and 1 ps for the active region (cf. Ref. [38]).
αm = − 12L ln (R1R2) (2.27)
with L denoting the cavity length and R1 and R2 the reflectance of the front and back facet,
respectively. For SP Fabry-Pérot cavities, the facet reflectance is approximately given by
Fresnel’s formula R = (n−1)2/(n+1)2 with a value of R ≈ 0.3 for uncoated facets, while in
the case of MM waveguides it has been found that R is significantly increased to values in
the range of 0.5–0.9 due to the strong sub-wavelength confinement [38, 42]. As compared
to Fabry-Pérot THz QCLs with SP waveguides, the output power of THz QCLs with
MM waveguide is typically rather small, which is a consequence of the general relation
Pout/Pint = Lαm = − ln(R1R2)/2 for the ratio of the total output power Pout to the
average internal power Pint. Another consequence of the strong confinement in THz QCLs
with MM waveguides is a complex beam pattern [42, 43], which is not suitable for most
applications; a disadvantage which can be partly avoided by using higher order gratings
[44, 45]. Due to the stronger confinement and the reduced mirror losses, MM Fabry-Pérot
THz QCLs have proven to be superior in achieving high operating temperatures, while SP
THz QCLs are usually much more favorable in terms of output power and beam profile.
Since the QCLs in this work are based on SP waveguides, the following quantitative
discussion will focus on this type.
A vertical waveguide scheme as used for the simulations is given in Tab. 2.2. For the
semiconductor layers, the dielectric functions discussed in the previous section have been
used. The active region is considered as a single effective AlxGa1−xAs layer with an Al
content of x = 0.02. The two limiting cases of vanishing and bulk free-carrier absorption
are simulated by setting the doping level of the effective active-region layer to zero in
the former case and to the average doping level of the active region in the latter case.
However, free-carrier absorption might not be a reasonable assumption for the active
region, and alternatives are discussed below. Waveguide simulations have been performed
using the software JCMsuite [46], which solves Maxwell’s equations based on the finite-
element method. Due to the selection rule for intersubband transitions, only TM-polarized
waveguide modes are considered. The waveguide modes are found by solving Maxwell’s
equations in one dimension (1D) for an infinitely wide ridge or in two dimensions (2D) for
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Figure 2.6: Calculated 2D intensity distribution of the low-loss SP waveguide mode for (a) 3.0
THz and (b) 4.7 THz. Free-carrier absorption and gain in the active region have
been neglected.
a finite ridge width.
In Fig. 2.6, the 2D mode profile for a 120 µm wide waveguide is shown for 3.0 and
4.7 THz. The confinement factor increases from Γ = 0.27 at 3 THz to Γ = 0.48 at 4.7
THz. Since carrier absorption has been neglected for the active region, the waveguide
losses of 8.6 cm−1 at 3 THz and 17.7 cm−1 at 4.7 THz are mainly caused by the highly
doped GaAs contact layers as well as the top and bottom metallization.
In Fig. 2.7, the results of a 1D simulation are shown. The two cases of an active
region with and without free-carrier absorption are compared. The strong difference in the
dielectric function between highly doped and low-doped/undoped layers results in both
cases in a significant dispersion with a frequency dependence of the effective refractive
index neff , which is well approximated by a quadratic fit [cf. Fig. 2.7(a)]. In both
cases, the waveguide losses increase with frequency, which is due to the increase of the
absorption in the highly doped GaAs layers. By comparing the calculated losses of the
1D simulation and the 2D simulation for the 120 µm wide ridge, the additional losses
due to the finite ridge width can be estimated to account for 35% of the total losses at 3
THz and 10% at 4.7 THz. Obviously, the influence of the regions next to the laser ridge
vanishes with increasing frequency, which is consistent with an increasing confinement
factor [cf. Fig. 2.7(c)]. The quantitative results are comparable to those of Kohen et al.
[38] for single-plasmon waveguides. Note that the absolute values of the calculated losses
depend on the particular scattering times, which are used for the Drude model. However,
a reasonable agreement is found by comparison with experimental αw values, which have
been determined from the 1/L dependence of Jth.1
Lower limits for the threshold gain at different frequencies are obtained from Eq. 2.25
by using the 1D values for the waveguide losses and confinement factors, which correspond
to an infinitely wide laser ridge. For αm = 0 cm−1 (unity facet reflectance or infinitely
long laser ridge), the lower limits for gth are determined to be 19 cm−1 and 32 cm−1 at
1For THz QCL ridges emitting around 3.8 THz, waveguide losses of 9 cm−1 have been extracted from the
1/L dependence of Jth (200 µm wide ridges), while at 4.5 THz the value has been 15 cm−1 (100 µm
wide ridges) [47].
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Figure 2.7: Calculated frequency dependence (1D) of (a) the effective refractive index, (b) the
waveguide losses, (c) the confinement factor, and (d) the group refractive index in
a SP waveguide considering doping-induced free-carrier absorption in the active
region.
3.0 THz and 4.7 THz, respectively. For αm = 3.5 cm−1 (corresponding to a 3.5 mm long
laser ridge with uncoated facets as typically used for pulsed-mode characterizations), the
lower limits for gth become 32 cm−1 and 43 cm−1 at 3.0 THz and 4.7 THz, respectively.
The intrinsic gain of the active region has to exceed these values to allow for lasing.
In a Fabry-Pérot cavity, the frequency is determined by neff , while the spectral spacing
of the modes is determined by the group refractive index ng:
∆ν = 12ngL
. (2.28)
ng is given by the relation
ng = neff + ν
dneff
dν
. (2.29)
The frequency dependence of neff , results in a significant difference between neff and ng
[cf. Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.7(d)]. Since free-carrier absorption in the active region causes an
almost constant offset for neff , the difference in ng between the cases with and without
free-carrier absorption is relatively small.
Instead of the free-carrier absorption model, it appears to be more reasonable to use the
oscillator model of the intersubband susceptibility [Eq. (2.15)] to account for the effect of
carriers on the optical properties of the active region. In a first approximation, only the
imaginary part of the susceptibility is considered, i.e. the gain in case of a QCL. Since
the threshold gain depends via the mirror losses on the ridge length, the influence of the
ridge length on the waveguide properties can be simulated. Because the magnitude of
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the refractive index of the active region increases in the presence of gain, the confinement
factor increases as well. However, the effect is rather small causing at 3.75 THz an increase
of Γ from 0.32 in the absence of gain to a value of 0.34 for a gain of 100 cm−1, which corre-
sponds approximately to the threshold gain of a 0.45 mm long cavity. Due to the different
confinement, also the waveguide losses depend on the cavity length, but the effect is rather
small (on the order of 1%). A correct treatment of the intersubband susceptibility would
have to account also for the real part of the dielectric constant. In this case, the spe-
cific heterostructure and the applied field strength would enter the waveguide simulations,
which makes general quantitative conclusions difficult. However, there is one important
aspect. Due to the intersubband absorption at frequencies above the laser transition, the
refractive index in the active region is increased, which increases the confinement factor.
In contrast, free-carrier absorption in the active region decreases the refractive index and
the confinement factor due to the small plasma frequency. Another aspect is related to
the Kramers-Kronig relation. At the gain maximum, the real part of the susceptibility
term related to the laser transition changes its sign. This causes a maximum in the real
part of the refractive index on the low-frequency side of the gain peak and a minimum on
the high-frequency side, while the strength of this effect depends on the threshold gain.
This could explain the experimentally observed different tuning rates with driving current
for the different spectral modes of a Fabry-Pérot THz QCL [48].
2.6 Basic concepts of the QCL active region
Basic principles of a QCL active region are well described by a rate equation model with
constant scattering times. A typical rate equation approach for the population densities
n3 and n2 of the upper and the lower laser level, respectively, and the internal photon
density S is the following one [25]:
dn3
dt
= η3
J
ed
− n3
τ3
− Γpvgg(n3, n2)S , (2.30)
dn2
dt
= η2
J
ed
+ n3
τ32
− n2
τ2
+ Γpvgg(n3, n2)S , (2.31)
dS
dt
= Γvgg(n3, n2)S − S
τph
+ βRsp . (2.32)
Here, ηi denote the injection efficiencies, d the thickness of the active-region period, τ3 and
τ2 the total lifetimes of the electrons in the upper and the lower laser level, respectively,
and τ32 the radiative lifetime. Γ denotes the total confinement factor of the active region,
Γp the confinement factor per period, vg = c/ng the group velocity, τph = ng/[(αm+αw)c]
the cavity lifetime, g(n3, n2) the gain, Rsp the spontaneous emission rate, and β the
coupling factor for the spontaneous emission. Eqs. (2.30)–(2.32) are easily solved for the
steady state case (dni/dt = 0). At threshold, the photon density is negligible, and with
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.26) the threshold current density becomes
Jth =
αw + αm
Γ
edneffc0
e2ω
γ32
2|z32|2
1
η3τ3(1− τ2/τ32)− η2τ2 . (2.33)
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Jth decreases with increasing dipole matrix element z32 and decreasing transition broad-
ening γ32. A large population inversion n3 − n2 is obtained by an efficient injection, i.e.
η3  η2, and an efficient depopulation of the lower laser level, which enters as the ratio
τ2/τ32. Different approaches exist to optimize these quantities. In a vertical design, the
upper and lower laser levels are located in the same quantum well which maximizes z32. In
diagonal designs, these levels are located in different quantum wells, which usually results
in a larger n3 and a reduced parasitic injection η2 into the lower laser level and also allows
for a frequency tuning with the applied electric field due to the linear Stark effect. To
improve the injection efficiency η3, the effect of resonant tunneling [49] is exploited in most
QCLs by using a relatively thick injection barrier to separate the upper laser level from
the n-doped injector region. The upper laser level is coupled resonantly to an injector
state, which strongly enhances the injection efficiency. However, resonant coupling can
also result in negative differential resistance, which eventually limits the operational range
of most THz QCLs. In a bound-to-continuum design [50], the depopulation relies on the
coupling of the lower laser level with an extraction/injection miniband. The efficiency of
such a depopulation scheme increases for broader minibands due to the reduced thermal
backfilling and an improved miniband transport as discussed in Section 2.3.3. The strong
interaction of electrons with LO phonons is exploited in resonant phonon designs by incor-
porating an LO phonon-assisted transition. Due to the LO phonon energy of 36 meV in
GaAs, this helps to reduce the thermal backfilling or to provide an efficient depopulation
channel for the lower laser level.
Another quantity obtained by the rate equation model is the slope efficiency dP/dI,
which is the differential increase of the output power per facet with current. It is related
to the average internal photon density S and the internal differential quantum efficiency
ηd by
dP
dI
= 12~ωαmvgd
dS
dJ
= 12
~ω
e
αm
αm + αw
ηd . (2.34)
Assuming that Γp = Γ/Np with Np being the number of periods, Eqs. (2.30)–(2.32) lead
to
dP
dI
= 12
~ω
e
αm
αm + αw
Np
1
1 + τ32τ2τ3(τ32−τ2)
[
η3 − η2 τ32τ2
τ3(τ32 − τ2)
]
. (2.35)
Obviously, the slope efficiency is maximized for unity injection efficiency and decreases, if
electrons are also injected into the lower laser level (η2 > 0) or if further parasitic channels
occur (η3 + η2 < 1). With a few rearrangements, it is found that
dP
dI
∝ 1
τ3(1− τ2/τ32) + τ2
1
Jth
. (2.36)
If Jth is determined by the injection efficiency (no change in the scattering times), the
slope efficiency becomes proportional to J−1th . Due to the gain clamping above threshold,
the population inversion n3 − n2 remains constant, which results in a discontinuity in
the differential resistance at threshold [49]. An expression for the differential resistance,
derived within a density matrix model, can be found in Ref. [51].
Different active-region designs are further characterized by its voltage defect ∆Vp, de-
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noting the voltage drop in each period, which occurs in addition to that of the laser
transition. The operating voltage of a QCL is given by
Vop =
(~ω
e
+ ∆Vp
)
Np + Vs , (2.37)
where the voltage Vs is due to the series resistance caused by the highly doped bottom
contact layer and the bonding wires. The voltage defect is directly connected to Ohmic
heating of the active region, independently of the radiative efficiency of the laser transition.
For resonant phonon designs, the minimum value for ∆Vp is typically 36 mV, determined
by the LO phonon energy. Under this aspect, the LO phonon-assisted transition can
be considered as an efficient channel, which converts electrical energy into lattice heat.
However, a certain voltage defect is required to avoid thermal backfilling of the lower laser
level. For cw operation of THz QCLs at cryogenic temperatures, a low electrical input
power is crucial, i.e. a small threshold current and a small operating voltage. For a certain
voltage defect per period, the operating voltage is determined by the number of periods in
the active region. Records for high-temperature pulsed operation have been achieved for
resonant phonon designs with 2–3 quantum wells per period, but with the drawback of a
required large number of periods (200–250) and eventually a high operating voltage [4, 51].
The alternative approach is to use a rather large number of quantum wells per period and
therefore a smaller total number of periods to obtain a small operating voltage.
2.7 Intrinsic linewidth of QCLs
The intrinsic laser linewidth is a limiting quantity for applications, which require long co-
herence lengths or a high spectral resolution. In the Schawlow-Townes limit, the linewidth
of a laser is determined by [52]
∆ν = n3
n3 − n2
2pihντ−2ph
P
, (2.38)
where ν is the laser frequency and P the laser power. For interband semiconductor lasers,
it is known that the minimum linewidth is limited by the fluctuation of the refractive
index, which is caused by the fluctuation of the carrier density due to recombination [53].
This is expressed by multiplying Eq. (2.38) with a factor (1 + α2H) with αH denoting the
linewidth enhancement factor.
In contrast to interband semiconductor lasers, QCLs are unipolar devices, for which the
carrier density is a conserved quantity, causing the intrinsic linewidth enhancement to be
much smaller than that of interband lasers. A theory of Yamanishi et al. [54] predicts an
intrinsic linewidth for QCLs, which can be even below the Schawlow-Townes limit, and
for MIR QCLs some experimental evidence has been reported for a narrow linewidth of a
few hundred Hertz [55]. Recently, a theoretical Monte Carlo simulation has predicted an
intrinsic linewidth of the order of 50–300 Hz for THz QCLs [56]. By using a gas laser as
a reference in a difference frequency mixing experiment, the intrinsic linewidth of a THz
QCL has been found to be less than 30 kHz [52].
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The fabrication of QCLs starts with the design of the heterostructure. Due to the many
degrees of freedom, a numerical tool is used for calculating the wavefunctions and pre-
dicting the electrical and optical properties of a particular structure. After the epitaxial
growth by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), the wafers are processed to form the waveg-
uide structure and provide the electrical contacts. Following the processing, laser dies
are cleaved and soldered onto copper submounts. Finally, the QCLs are electrically and
optically characterized. Each of these steps will be briefly discussed in this Chapter.
3.1 Heterostructure design
The numerical design tool, which is used to simulate the QCL heterostructures, is based on
a self-consistent solution of the Schrödinger and Poisson equations and a set of linear rate
equations for the electron transport [22]. It yields the current density-electric field relation
J(F ) and the frequency- and field-dependent optical gain g(ν, F ), where F denotes the
average electric field strength over one QCL period. The model has further been extended
to include the effect of stimulated emission on the transport characteristics [57, 58], which
allows for basic simulations of the lasing device.
The iteration loop starts with a solution of the Schrödinger equation for a given potential
distribution. To account for the nonparabolicity of the conduction band, the two-band k·p
approach described in Section 2.2 is applied to calculate the wavefunctions and eigenener-
gies for the periodic system as defined by Eqs. (2.5)–(2.6). Subsequently, a system of linear
transport rate equations is solved to calculate the electron distribution within the QCL
period. Finally, a solution of the one-dimensional Poisson equation yields the potential
corrections for the next iteration loop.
While the solution of the one-dimensional Schrödinger and Poisson equations is rela-
tively straightforward, the simulation of the electronic transport is not, as discussed in
Section 2.3.2. To keep the calculation time small, the electrons are treated in a single-
particle picture. The scattering rates are assumed to depend on the transition energy and
the dipole matrix element, but not on the electron momentum. For a transition between
subbands i and j, the scattering rate is given by
τ−1ij = γE(Ei − Ej)|zij |2 (3.1)
with the energy-dependent factor γE , which is an empirical function. This results in a
system of linear rate equations for the population densities ni of each subband i. The ad-
vantage of this approach is a very efficient simulation of relevant properties. One drawback
of this approach is that many-particle effects, such as the dephasing involved in resonant
tunneling [27], cannot be treated. Another related deficiency is that the anticrossing of
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Figure 3.1: γE(E) relation used for the rate equation-based transport simulations [22]. The
inset shows an enlargement of the region marked by the dashed rectangle.
two remote states at a certain field strength results in artificial spikes in the calculated
J(F ) characteristics, which are not observed experimentally. This is due to the formation
of two largely extended wavefunctions at the anticrossing field strength. For the rate equa-
tion model, the electrons are treated as fully delocalized in either of the states. However,
the mixed state should indeed propagate on a time scale determined by the oscillation
of the coupled system. If the oscillation period is of the order or above the scattering
time for each of the coupled states, the rate equation model yields erroneous results. A
further problem of Eq. 3.1 is that it suggest a parity selection rule also for phonon-assisted
transitions, which is in contradiction to the established theory of phonon scattering (cf.
Ref. [26]). However, for a large class of THz structures, this parity problem seems to be
not an issue. We find that in most cases only states, which are ground-state-like and first-
excited-state like in terms of a square-well parity exhibit significant levels of population,
i.e. contribute to the transport. Since dipole-transitions between such states are allowed,
also phonon-assisted transport can be approximated (to a low order) by Eq. 3.1.
Figure 3.1 depicts the γE(E) relation used for the numerical simulations. The large
step at 36 meV is due to the onset of LO phonon scattering. While in the one-dimensional
transport model the electrons are considered to have zero in-plane momentum, a nonzero
temperature is simulated by a finite scattering time for negative energies, i.e. γE(Ei−Ej) >
0 for Ei − Ej < 0. However, a consistent systematic simulation of temperature effects is
not possible within this approach.
The prediction of gain for a certain heterostructure by the numerical simulations can
be considered a necessary, but not sufficient condition for obtaining a THz laser. This
is related to the role of negative differential resistance. If the optical gain falls into such
a regime, it is not accessible by electrical pumping due to the formation of electric-field
domains.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of the relative period length d/d0 with distance r from the center of
the wafer as determined for two distributed Bragg reflector structures grown at
different filling levels of the Ga effusion cells [59].
3.2 Epitaxial growth
All wafers have been grown in a VG V80H MBE system, equipped with Al, As, Ga,
and Si effusion cells. By using two Ga cells, AlxGa1−xAs barriers with two different
compositions x can be grown during one run without changing the cell temperatures. The
growth chamber is equipped with an optical system to monitor the growth rate by means
of continuous spectral reflectance measurements (Filmetrics F30). After growth, wafers
are characterized by x-ray diffraction and capacitance-voltage (C-V ) measurements. The
THz QCLs investigated in this work have been grown on semi-insulating (SI) GaAs (001)
substrates. The typical growth sequence consists of a GaAs buffer layer (300 nm), an
undoped Al0.95Ga0.05As layer (75 nm) to enhance the contrast for the optical monitoring,
a highly n-doped GaAs layer (700 nm), which acts as the bottom electrical contact and
waveguide layer, the active-region sequence (10 µm), and a highly n-doped GaAs layer
(50 nm) for the top contact. Detailed growth sequences of the investigated QCLs are
given in the Appendix. Due to the large active-region thickness, a single growth run lasts
about 12–18 hours. To account for the decreasing filling level of the effusion cells, the
temperature of the cells is readjusted during growth. Caused by the geometry of the MBE
system, the wafers exhibit a radial thickness gradient.
In Fig. 3.2, the thickness gradient is shown as a function of the distance from the
center of the wafer for two different times after refilling the effusion cells. The data have
been obtained from a determination of the resonance wavelength of microcavity resonator
structures [59]. A parabolic dependence of the thickness gradient is obtained in both cases
with a deviation of about 1.5% at the wafer edge (growth edge) in case of the higher filling
level (sample M4-2355) and 3% in case of the lower filling level (sample M4-2484). This
deviation with time is mainly caused by the conic geometry of the Ga effusion cells. By
using the optical monitoring system to adjust the growth rate in situ, it is possible to keep
the period length at a certain distance from the center within 1% of a reference value, as
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revealed by post growth x-ray diffraction measurements. Without the monitoring system,
the average period length deviates typically within less than 3% from the reference value,
in a few cases within 7%. Since the x-ray data are typically obtained for a region close to
the wafer edge, the nominal thickness values in the center of the wafer are approximately
met, if the x-ray data reveal a deviation of about −1 to −2% depending on the filling
level of the effusion cells. The influence of the distance from the center of the wafer on
the lasing characteristics of THz QCLs is discussed in Section 6.3.
The level of n-doping in the doped layers is determined by the temperature of the Si
cell, which is adjusted according to a calibrated flux/temperature characteristic. The
doping level of each sample is usually confirmed by C-V measurements [60]. For these
measurements, the highly doped upper contact layer is removed, and either an evaporated
Au contact or a Hg probe is used to form the Schottky contact. Due to the rather limited
accuracy of the method, the doping level is only known with a precision of approximately
25%.
3.3 Post-growth fabrication
Following the growth, the wafers are processed into ridge waveguide structures. The
fabrication of the Fabry-Pérot SP QCLs discussed in this work is based on a wet chemical
processing scheme. A first lithographic mask defines the waveguide ridges, which are
subsequently formed by wet chemical etching using H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (1:1:8). The etch
depth is controlled by the etching time and the etching rate (about 1 µm/min) and verified
ex situ by a tactile profilometer. A second lithographic mask defines the top and bottom
contact metal stripes. To clean the resist windows prior to metal deposition, the sample
is exposed to an O2 plasma (2–3 min) followed by a solution for oxide removal (HCl:H2O,
1:3). Subsequently, the metal is evaporated followed by the lift-off step. Au0.995Ge0.005/Ni
(300 nm) is used to provide Ohmic contacts with a low resistance. For that reason, the
electrical contacts are eventually annealed at 450 ◦C for 3 min. To allow for soldering, the
backside of the substrate is evaporated with Ti/Au (10/100 nm).
In the case of THz QCLs with lateral corrugated gratings (cf. Chapter 7), a separate
lithographic step is used for the corrugated top-metal contact, which is fabricated prior
to the etching step (100 nm AuGe/Ni). To obtain vertical sidewalls, the corrugated laser
ridges are dry etched by reactive ion etching.
For the fabrication of MM waveguides, which are not a subject of this work, an additional
substrate transfer process is required. The episide of the QCL wafer and a recipient
substrate are evaporated with a thick layer of Au (> 500 nm) prior to the processing
steps already explained. The two gold faces are subsequently welded with each other
in a thermo-compression bonding process, forming the bottom metallization of the MM
waveguide. In a next step, the substrate of the QCL wafer piece is removed by mechanical
lapping and selective wet-chemical etching, for which the Al0.95Ga0.05As layer acts as an
etch stop. The next processing steps are the same as for the fabrication of SP waveguides.
However, the electrical polarity is reversed.
After processing, laser dies are formed by cleaving. Typically, the die has a width of
2 mm, containing three or four laser stripes. The length of the laser cavities defined by the
cleaved facets lies in the range of 0.5–5 mm. The laser dies are soldered with indium to gold-
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Figure 3.3: [
Scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) image of a mounted THz QCL]Scanning-electron
microscopy (SEM) image of a mounted THz QCL. 1: laser die (the arrow marks the
bonded laser ridge). 2: bonding wires (bottom contact). 3: Cu submount. 4: bond pad
with bonding wires for the top contact (electrically insulated from the submount).
plated, oxygen-free copper submounts. Some laser dies have been alternatively attached
with silver epoxy to the submount. In the case of low-duty-cycle pulsed operation, for
which the Ohmic heating is still negligible, no significant difference to indium soldering
has been observed for the laser characteristics. However, for cw operation, indium solder
has proven to be superior due to its much higher thermal conductivity, which is about 90
W m−1K−1 [61] as compared to about 2 W m−1K−1 for the silver epoxy [62].
After the mounting procedure, one of the laser stripes is electrically connected by wire
bonding. Due to the semi-insulating substrate, bonding wires have to be attached to the
top and to the bottom contact. Because of the rather high sheet resistance of the highly
doped bottom contact layer, the bonding of the lower contact is performed on both sides
of the laser ridge. Figure 3.3 depicts a mounted QCL die with attached wire bonds. The
contacted laser ridge is marked by an arrow. Typically, a large number of bonding wires is
used to ensure a homogeneous current injection, and to avoid contact degradation during
cw operation.
3.4 Characterization
For the characterization, the THz QCLs are mounted in a He-flow cryostat (Oxford In-
struments, Optistat CF1104) with polyethylene (PE) windows. For pulsed operation, a
pulsed current source is applied (typically Avtech, AV-107C-B; alternatively ILX Light-
wave, LDP-3840). For cw operation, either a laser diode current source (ILX Lightwave,
LDX-3232) or a multipurpose source measure unit (Keithley, 2635A) is used. The QCL
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic diagram of the setup for power measurements. 1: outer cryostat
vessel, 2: cold shield, 3: Cu cold finger, 4: QCL on Cu submount, 5: PE window,
6: pyroelectric detector, 7: cylindrical Al light pipe, 8: conical Al light pipe, 9:
50 Ω coaxial cables, 10: temperature sensor. (b) Geometry factor (collection effi-
ciency neglecting window losses) vs. divergence angle θd for this setup, assuming
divergence in one direction only (red line) and in both directions (black line).
emission spectra are measured with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR)
(Bruker, IFS66v), which has a maximum resolution of 0.12 cm−1. The detector is ei-
ther a He-cooled Si bolometer or a pyroelectric detector based on deuterated triglycene
sulphate (DTGS). Ge-coated Mylar is used as a beamsplitter for the frequency range of
30–700 cm−1 (0.9–21 THz). To measure the current and voltage amplitudes during pulsed
operation, a digital storage oscilloscope is used (Tektronix, DPO7040). A voltage sig-
nal corresponding to the current value is provided by the monitor output of the Avtech
current pulser, and the voltage is measured directly across a 50 Ω impedance in parallel
to the QCL, i.e. across a terminated 50 Ω coaxial cable. To perform automated mea-
surements of the light-current-voltage (L-I-V ) characteristics, a Labview program is used.
The absolute output power of the THz QCLs is measured with a pyroelectric power meter
(Laserprobe Inc, RkP-575 RF). Note that currently no calibration standard exists for the
power measurements in the THz range. However, Werner et al. [63] have calibrated the
same type of detector against a cryogenic radiometer and found an absolute agreement of
the output power values within 20%. For the power measurements, the power meter is
placed directly in front of the cryostat window. For pulsed operation, the required 30 Hz
modulation is provided by an external gating trigger, which controls the current pulser. To
reduce losses in the remaining optical path due to the beam divergence, the light is guided
by a conical Al pipe attached in front of the QCL and a cylindrical Al pipe in front of the
pyroelectric detection area. A schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.4(a). For
a comparison of experimental and simulated output power-current characteristics or for
calculations of the quantum efficiency, it is sometimes desirable to know the real collection
efficiency of the setup.1 Figure 3.4(b) shows the calculated geometry factor, which is the
collection efficiency neglecting window losses for a Gaussian intensity distribution. The
1Due to the cryogenic operating temperatures for THz QCLs, standard setups based on Ulbricht spheres
cannot be applied for measurements of the total power.
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θvertical θ
(a)
lateral θ
(b)
lateral η
(a)
collect η
(b)
collect
ν = 3.0 THz 96◦ 54◦ 106◦ 0.66 0.53
ν = 4.7 THz 110◦ 34◦ 68◦ 0.55 0.52
Table 3.1: Calculated 1/e2 far-field divergence angles in the vertical (θvertical) and lateral
(θlateral) directions for the fundamental waveguide mode of (a) a 200 µm wide
and (b) a 100 µm wide ridge as well as corresponding estimates for the collection
efficiency ηcollect for the power measurement setup shown in Fig. 3.4(a).
divergence angle θd denotes the opening angle of the beam at which the intensity dropped
to 1/e2 of its maximum value. Both limiting cases are shown: negligible divergence in one
direction and the same divergence in both directions. Depending on the dimensions of
the laser ridge, the beam divergence of a semiconductor laser typically differs in the two
directions parallel and perpendicular to the growth axis. The far field corresponding to
a waveguide mode is essentially the Fourier transform of the near field at the facet times
a correction factor for large angles called the obliquity factor. It has been calculated for
the fundamental waveguide mode at 3.0 and 4.7 THz (100 µm and 200 µm ridge widths)
following the approach described in Ref. [64].
The calculated divergence angles in the lateral and vertical directions are summarized
in Tab. 3.1. As a consequence of the Fourier transform, the far-field divergence angle
decreases with increasing spatial extent of the waveguide mode in the particular direction
and with increasing frequency. The increased vertical divergence at 4.7 THz as compared
to 3.0 THz is due to the much stronger vertical confinement at 4.7 THz. Since the lat-
eral confinement does not change essentially from 3.0 to 4.7 THz, the lateral divergence
decreases with increasing frequency. The collection efficiency for the fundamental mode
can be estimated by taking into account the geometry factor and the transmittance of
the PE window, which is 80% at 3.0 THz reducing to 70% at 4.7 THz. For 200 µm wide
ridges, values for the collection efficiency are estimated to be 66% at 3.0 THz and 55%
at 4.7 THz. For 100 µm wide ridges, the values are 53% and 52%, respectively. To avoid
an overestimation of the output power, the collection efficiency of the setup for power
measurements under pulsed operation is treated as unity in the following. For the cw
power measurements, a chopper wheel is inserted into the optical path, which reduces the
collection efficiency to typically 30% with respect to the pulsed-mode setup.
Another aspect of the cryogenic setup is the measurement and control of the temperature
during the operation of QCLs. To regulate the temperature, the cryostat is equipped
with a heating resistor. The temperature is measured at two positions: at the cooling
head of the cryostat, to which the cold finger with the QCL is attached, and at the cold
finger itself as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The temperature measured by the second sensor is
typically higher than that of the first one due to the non-perfect thermal insulation and
the heat generated by the QCL. The operating temperature of the setup is defined as the
temperature of the cooling head, which has approximately the temperature of the coolant
liquid with the heater switched off. For measurements under pulsed operation, the duty
cycle is typically in the range 0.25–0.5%, and the Ohmic heat generated by the QCL is
therefore negligible. However, during cw operation, the heat generated by the QCL can
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become several Watts, which has to be compensated by the temperature control loop.
Since the original temperature controller has quite a large time constant, fast cw L-I-V
measurements at a constant temperature are performed by directly reducing the driving
power of the heating resistor by the amount of the QCL driving power.
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4 Low-voltage, high-power THz QCLs
emitting around 3 THz
For practical applications of THz QCLs such as local oscillators in THz heterodyne de-
tection, the laser has to be operated in cw mode. All THz QCLs reported to the date
of this work rely on cryogenic cooling [6, 42, 65], and some physical arguments of that
limitation will be discussed later. The cryogenic cooling imposes a major restriction for
the cw operation of THz QCLs, since the size and cost of cryogenic cooling systems scale
with the total power, which has to be dissipated at a certain temperature. A typical value
for a small Stirling cooler is 7 W for the total power, which can be dissipated at 65 K
[66]. Therefore, practical applications of THz QCLs as cw sources require a small elec-
trical driving power. For that reason, not only the threshold current density is a decisive
parameter, but also the operating voltage.
For the maximum operating temperature of THz QCLs, it has been shown to be ben-
eficial, if the lower laser level is separated from the upper laser level of the next period
by an LO phonon-assisted intersubband transition due to a reduced thermal population
of the lower laser state [4, 67]. This holds in particular for pulsed operation, for which
the operating voltage is of minor importance. For designs including LO phonon-assisted
transitions, a low-temperature limit (negligible electron temperature) for the voltage drop
per period Vop/Np is given by the LO phonon energy ~ωLO and the photon energy ~ω,
Vop,min
Np
= 1
e
(~ω + ~ωLO) . (4.1)
At elevated temperatures, Eq. (4.1) might be regarded as a lower limit for the optimum
voltage, since electrons with sufficient in-plane momentum can undergo an LO phonon-
assisted transition also for subband separations smaller than the GaAs LO phonon energy
of 36 meV, but for a decreased scattering rate [26].
In this chapter, THz QCLs are discussed, which rely on such LO phonon-assisted tran-
sitions in the active region and emit around 3 THz. The following section deals with the
active-region design and a detailed discussion of the QCL characteristics for a particular
wafer. Subsequently, the results of a doping series are summarized.
4.1 Active-region design and QCL characteristics
The active-region period of the QCLs discussed in this chapter is based on nine quan-
tum wells following the usual approach of an injector region and an optical transition
region, which are separated by an injection barrier. The conduction band profile and the
squared moduli of the wavefunctions are shown in Fig. 4.1 for an operating field strength
of 4.4 kV/cm. The LO phonon-assisted transition takes place from the quasi-miniband
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Figure 4.1: Calculated conduction band profile and squared moduli of the wavefunctions for
the nominal active-region period of sample M4-2243 at an average field strength of
4.4 kV/cm. IB: injection barrier. LO: LO phonon-assisted transition. The doped
quantum well is indicated by the horizontal dotted line.
labeled m to one of the states labeled |1> and |2>, while the lasing transition occurs
from one of the states |2> and |3> to the quasi-miniband m′. Potential parasitic current
channels arise by a transition from the quasi-minibands m to m′ via the gap state |4> or
by scattering of electrons from m into other excited states to the right side of the injection
barrier.
The g(ν, F ) and J(F ) relations as obtained from a numerical simulation of the nominal
active-region sequence are shown in Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), respectively. To account for
inhomogeneous broadening effects, a broadening of 0.5 meV in addition to the lifetime
broadening is assumed for each subband (stimulated emission is not taken into account).
Several regions of gain are found, depending on the field strength and the frequency.
However, only gain within regions of positive differential resistance can be accessed by
electrical pumping. According to the result of the J(F ) simulation, the large gain, which
occurs above a field strength of 7 kV/cm, cannot be exploited due to the presence of NDR.
A gain region with positive differential resistance is found between 3.5 and 5.5 kV/cm and
3–4 THz, with a peak gain of 52 cm−1 at 4.4 kV/cm. However, the exact value of the peak
gain is difficult to predict for this structure, since the calculated gain is affected by the
reabsorption region at higher frequencies caused by the |3>→|4> transition. Neglecting
the additional broadening of 0.5 meV, the value of the peak gain becomes 150 cm−1 due
to a reduced reabsorption and a reduced broadening of the laser transition.
In the following, experimental results for the wafer M4-2243 are discussed. For this sam-
ple, the x-ray and C-V measurements revealed a deviation of the average period length
d of −4% with respect to the nominal value d0 and a doping density of 7.0×1010 cm−2
in each period. In Fig. 4.3(a), the L-I-V characteristics for a 200 µm wide and 3.4 mm
long laser stripe under pulsed operation are shown for different temperatures. At 5 K, the
threshold current density is 175 A cm−2 increasing to 785 A cm−2 at the maximum oper-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Calculated frequency- and field-dependent gain g(ν, F ) and (b) calculated
current density-field relation J(F ) (sample M4-2243, nominal sequence). As a
guide to the eye, the J(F ) data (black dots) have been smoothed (red line). At
F = 4.4 kV/cm, values for the peak gain, transition energy, dipole matrix element,
total lifetime of upper and lower laser level, and radiative transition lifetime are
52 cm−1, 14.0 meV, 5.2 nm, 1.6 ps, 0.9 ps, and 12 ps, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: (a) L-I-V characteristics for a 0.2×3.4 mm2 laser stripe of the wafer M4-2243
operated in pulsed mode with 500 ns and 5 kHz. Ppulse denotes the output power
during pulsed operation divided by the duty cycle of 0.25%. (b) L-I-V characteris-
tics for a 0.1×1.3 mm2 laser stripe operated in cw mode. Due to the heating during
cw operation, the temperature of 10 K is maintained only up to 425 A cm−2. The
dashed lines in (a) and(b) are fits to the linear slope of the low-temperature L-I
characteristics.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Lasing spectra of a 0.2×3.4 mm2 laser ridge of sample M4-2243 close to thresh-
old and close to operation with the maximum output power at 5 K and at the
maximum operating temperature of 119 K (pulsed operation with 500 ns and
5 kHz). (b) Continuous-wave lasing spectra of a 0.1×1.3 mm2 laser ridge from
the same wafer close to threshold and close to the maximum output power at low
temperatures.
ating temperature of 119 K. Lasing starts above the first kink in the I-V characteristics,
which is related to the alignment of the quasi-miniband (in the following called extrac-
tion/injection miniband). The peak output power Ppeak, which is the maximum output
power during pulsed operation divided by the duty cycle, is found to be 32 mW per facet
at a temperature of 30 K (not corrected for collection efficiency). The drop of the output
power corresponds to a large discontinuity in the differential resistance, which is related
to the onset of NDR in the simulations. The slope efficiency dP/dI has its maximum
value at the low-temperature threshold with 19 mW/A indicated by the dashed line in
Fig. 4.3(a). Due to the large area of this ridge, the electrical power required to drive the
laser is rather large (in the range of 5–40 W), which prevents cw operation of this ridge.
Continuous-wave operation with high-output powers has been possible for a 100 µmwide
and 1.3 mm long laser ridge. In Fig. 4.3(b), the cw L-I-V characteristics are shown for
different temperatures. Due to the higher mirror losses of this stripe, the threshold current
density is increased to 205 A cm−2 at 10 K. The maximum cw operating temperature is
67 K, while pulsed operation is possible up to 97 K for this laser. The maximum cw output
power Pcw is 9.5 mW at low temperatures and still 0.5 mW at 65 K. The maximum slope
efficiency is 41 mW/A at 10 K. Its higher value as compared to the 3.4 mm long stripe
is in accordance with Eq. (2.34), which predicts an increase of the slope efficiency due to
the higher mirror losses of the shorter stripe.
The lasing spectra as measured under pulsed operation of the 0.2×3.4 mm2 laser ridge
are shown in Fig. 4.4(a). The spectra exhibit the typical comb-like Fabry-Pérot structure.
At low temperatures, the laser emits at threshold within the range of 0.1 THz around
a central frequency of 3.0 THz. The central frequency shifts with increasing current
and voltage toward higher values. At the maximum operating temperature, the laser
emits mostly in a single longitudinal mode at 3.2 THz resulting in a total lasing range
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Figure 4.5: Temperature dependence of the threshold current density of sample M4-2243 for
different ridge dimensions and operation modes (cw and pulsed operation with
500 ns, 5 kHz).
of 0.3 THz for this device. The shift of the central frequency is a consequence of the
linear Stark effect. Due to the diagonal laser transition in this structure, i.e. the upper
and lower laser level are centered in different quantum wells, the transition energy shifts
approximately linearly with the applied electric field. This effect is also qualitatively
reproduced in the calculated g(ν, F ) dependence shown in Fig. 4.2(a), for which an almost
linear shift with field strength is obtained. The cw lasing spectra for the 0.1×1.3 mm2
laser ridge are depicted in Fig. 4.4(b). Due to the smaller stripe length, the spacing of
the Fabry-Pérot modes is larger in this case. Again, a blue shift of the central lasing
frequency with increasing bias is found. While the total lasing range of this QCL is also
0.3 THz, a rather large electrical power and a low temperature are required to observe
the modes at the highest frequencies. The usable range may be reduced in systems with a
smaller cooling power such as a Stirling cooler. In Fig. 4.5, the temperature dependence
of the threshold current density is shown for both QCLs and different operating modes.
The threshold current density follows the typical phenomenological exponential behavior
Jth = J0 + J1 exp(T/T0) with a T0 values for pulsed operation of 26 K of the large-area
ridge and 21 K for the small-area ridge (9 K for cw operation). From a comparison of the
Jth(T ) characteristics for pulsed and cw operation, the additional increase of the active-
region temperature during cw operation can be determined, and, with the corresponding
values for the cw electrical driving power, the thermal resistance of the device is obtained.
The values for the maximum cw and pulsed operating temperature are related via the
electrical driving power Pel and the thermal resistance Rth of the device, i.e. Tmax,cw =
Tmax,pulsed − RthPel. A value of Rth = 9 K/W is found for the small-area ridge, which
corresponds to a temperature increase of 32 K in the active region at the maximum cw
driving power of 3.6 W.
The active region contains 85 periods, which yields a value of Vop,min = 4.1 V according
to Eq. (4.1). This is close to the experimental operating voltage of 4.45 V at threshold
(10 K), which includes also the voltage drop due to the series resistance. The resistivity
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Sample No. M4-2235 M4-2326 M4-2243 M4-2239 M4-2247 M4-2325
ndop ( 1010cm−2) 4.8 (4.25) 6.1 (4.25) 7.0 (4.25) 9.2 (5.1) 11 (6.0) 20 (17)
∆d/d0 (%) −5.7 −3 −4.2 −1 +6.5 −3
Tmax (K) 110 116 119 107 115 90
Jth (A cm−2) 330 370 175 295 185 840
Jmax (A cm−2) 750 890 500 870 480 1280
Vth (V) 4.3 4.15 4.2 4.8 3.75 4.45
Ppeak(mW) 41.5 66 32.5 45 48.5 22.5
dP/dI (mW/A) 17 24 19 16 33 14
ν (THz) 3.15–3.4 2.95–3.25 2.95–3.25 3.3–3.6 2.7–3.0 3.1–3.4
Table 4.1: Characterization results for a doping series. The lasing parameters are ob-
tained for pulsed operation (500 ns, 5 kHz) of laser ridges with dimensions of
0.2×3.3...3.6 mm2. ndop denotes the sheet doping density per period as deter-
mined by C-V measurements (nominal values in brackets), ∆d/d0 the deviation of
the average period length with respect to the nominal value as determined by x-ray
measurements, Jmax the current density at the maximum output power, and Vth
the operating voltage at threshold. Values for Jth, Jmax, Vth, and dP/dI are for
T ≤ 10 K.
of the highly doped bottom contact layer (sheet resistance of 20–30 Ω/) and the lateral
gap of 20 µm between laser ridge and lower contact metallization cause a series resistance
of 0.5–0.8 Ω for a 1.3 mm long laser ridge, which accounts for 0.1–0.2 V at the threshold.
4.2 Influence of growth variations on the lasing characteristics
To evaluate the impact of the doping level on the performance of THz QCLs based on
the presented active-region design, a series of six wafers was grown with nominal identical
growth sequences except for the doping level of the active region. For this series, the
optical monitoring was not used for the in-situ growth control, and the post-growth x-
ray data revealed a deviation of the average period length within ± 6.5% of the nominal
values due to the calibration error of the Ga effusion cell. For comparison, and since
some irregularity during the growth of one the samples M4-2235 was anticipated, three
wafers with the identical nominal doping density of 4.25×1010 cm−2 were grown (M4-2235,
M4-2243, M4-2326). The C-V characterization revealed different doping levels for each of
these samples, which was probably caused by a problem with the temperature control of
the Si effusion cell (the Si cell was replaced by a new one later).
In Tab. 4.1, the results of the doping series are summarized. Data referring to the
QCL characteristics are obtained from measurements of the temperature-dependent L-
I-V characteristics and from the lasing spectra of QCLs with similar ridge dimensions
(200 µm ridge width, 3.3–3.6 mm ridge length). Within the nominal doping range of (5–
11)×1010 cm−2, there are no obvious trends for the QCL properties with increasing doping
level. Within this range, the threshold current density varies within 175–370 A cm−2. In
contrast to the rather large variation of Jth, there are only small differences of Tmax.
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Furthermore, there is no correlation between the doping density and the peak output
power Ppeak, which differs within a factor of two, as well as the slope efficiency dP/dI
at threshold. Obviously, the QCL properties for this active-region design do not depend
sensitively on the doping level as a single parameter in this range. Only for the highest
doped sample with ndop = 2×1011 cm−2, a significant increase of the threshold current
density to 840 A cm−2 is found along with a significantly smaller Tmax value of 90 K.
By taking into account the deviations of the average period length in the numerical
simulation of the active region, the different emission ranges are qualitatively reproduced.
However, the rather large variation of the threshold current densities is not reproduced in
the simulated J(F ) characteristics. Since the experimental Jth and Jmax values appear to
be correlated, the formation of parasitic current channels, which are out of the scope of the
transport model, seems to be a reasonable explanation. This might be a consequence of a
complex interplay between the dynamic dipole formation around the doped quantum well,
which is caused by the different distribution of ionized donors and electrons (cf. Fig. 4.1)
and the formation of parasitic current channels via excited subband states.
For all samples, the operating voltage at threshold Vth is close to the limit given by
Eq. (4.1) with the exception of sample M4-2247, for which Vth is even below that limit.
For this active-region design, the alignment of the extraction/injection miniband is
related to a kink in the I-V characteristics at about 4 V [cf. Fig. 4.3(a)], and lasing starts
typically in the flat region above that kink. For sample M4-2247, the threshold is slightly
below that kink, which indicates that the injection/extraction miniband is not yet aligned
for all periods. This might also explain the high slope efficiency for this sample, since the
number of periods, which contribute to lasing, increases above threshold.
4.3 Conclusions
Based on an active-region design, which involves LO phonon-assisted transitions for an
efficient electron injection, THz QCLs emitting around 3 THz with high output powers and
low operating voltages are realized. As a consequence of using single-plasmon waveguides,
the levels of output power are well above the typical sub-mW values obtained for THz
QCLs based on metal-metal waveguides [42].
A similar active-region approach based on a period with seven quantum wells has been
reported by Scalari et al. [67]. While the threshold current densities for pulsed operation
of samples M4-2243 and M4-2247 are comparable to the data reported in this reference, the
maximum cw operating temperature for single-plasmon devices is increased by 25 K due to
the reduced operating voltage and hence a reduced heating of the active region. Compared
to the bound-to-continuum active-region designs of Barbieri et al. [68] and Ajili et al. [69],
which are not based on LO phonon-assisted transitions, the maximum pulsed operating
temperature is significantly increased (for the best sample M4-2243 by 24 K and 15 K,
respectively). However, the maximum cw operating temperature is not higher as compared
to the reported values in these references (70 and 67 K, respectively), which appears to
be due to a stronger active-region heating during cw operation in consequence of a larger
driving power of the present QCLs. A cw operating temperature above 80 K for single-
plasmon QCLs of the samples M4-2243 and M4-2247 appears possible, but would require
a better heat sinking such as epi-side-down mounting to reduce the thermal resistance.
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Operating a laser ridge of sample M4-2243 in a small-size Stirling cooler, a cw output
power of 8 mW was obtained as well as a Gaussian beam profile [66], which are promising
features for the use of similar THz QCLs as local oscillators in heterodyne experiments.
One drawback of the presented nine-quantum-well active-region design appears to be the
difficult predictability of the QCL properties such as the threshold current density. This
might be a consequence of the complex interplay between the dynamic dipole formation
close to the injection barrier and the alignment of subbands at a certain applied bias.
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GaAs/Al0.25Ga0.75As heterostructures
Most of the THz QCL structures reported in the literature rely on GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs
heterostructures with a rather small Al content of x = 0.10–0.15 in the barriers [6, 42, 70].
The Al content determines the conduction band offset in the heterostructure and by that
the maximum energy for the confined subbands (cf. Section 2.1). A smaller Al content
allows for the use of thicker barriers resulting in a better control of the MBE growth.
However, for MIR QCLs based on GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs, it has been found that a high
Al content is crucial to obtain high operating temperatures. Page et al. [71] have first
obtained room temperature operation for GaAs-based MIR QCLs by using an Al content of
x = 0.45 for the barriers of the active-region heterostructure, while before that usually x =
0.33 had been used. They explained this improvement by a reduced scattering of confined
electrons into continuum states due to the increase of the conduction band offset by 95
meV. The operation of a MIR QCL based on purely binary GaAs/AlAs heterostructure
has also been reported [72]. However, due to the onset of negative differential resistance,
the operation was limited to cryogenic temperatures, even though the QCL showed a
comparatively high characteristic temperature of T0 = 320 K.
To examine the role of the barrier composition on the performance of THz QCLs,
structures with an Al content of x = 0.25 in the barriers have been investigated. In such
structures, the conduction band offset between the wells and barriers ∆Vc is increased by
about 80 meV as compared to an Al content of x = 0.15. Due to this increased conduction
band offset, possible leakage currents due to thermally activated scattering of electrons
into continuum states are expected to be suppressed.
5.1 Influence of the barrier composition on the electronic
transport
By increasing the barrier height, the coupling of subband states centered in different
quantum wells is reduced. There are two limiting cases for the electronic transport, in
which the influence of the barrier height can be treated analytically. One case is the
transport within the minibands of a superlattice, which is expected to be a reasonable
approximation for the transport within the quasi miniband in the injector region of many
QCLs. The other limiting case is resonant-tunneling transport across the injection barrier,
for which analytic results exist for the coupling of a single injector state with the upper
laser level [27, 49].
Scattering-induced intraminiband transport has been discussed in Section 2.3.3 for the
lowest miniband of a superlattice. In the low-temperature limit (kBT  ∆), Eq. (2.18)
results in a linear dependence of the current density on the miniband width at a constant
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field strength, i.e. J1/J2 = ∆1/∆2. In the high-temperature limit (kBT  ∆), this
becomes a quadratic dependence, i.e. J1/J2 = (∆1/∆2)2. In order to apply Eq. (2.18) to
the extraction/injection miniband of a THz QCL, a superlattice with 12 nm well width
and 2.5 nm thick barriers is assumed, which corresponds to the average layer thicknesses
of the THz QCL structure discussed in the previous chapter. For x = 0.15, a width of
∆ = 11 meV is obtained for the lowest miniband, while ∆ = 7 meV for x = 0.25. The
corresponding current density ratios in the low- and high-temperature limit are 1.6 and
2.5, respectively. For a temperature of 100 K, Eq. (2.18) results in a value of 2.4, close to
the high-temperature limit.
If the transport is limited by resonant tunneling from a single injector state into the
upper laser level, the current density is given by [27]
J = en2D
Ω2sτdeph
1 + (∆i−u/~)2τ2deph + Ω2sτuτdeph
, (5.1)
where Ωs denotes the splitting frequency, i.e. the frequency which corresponds to the
energy separation at the anticrossing resonance of the injector state and the upper laser
level. ∆i−u denotes the energy detuning from this resonance, τdeph the dephasing time
related to the intrasubband relaxation, and τu the total lifetime of the upper laser level.
In the case of weak injection (Ω2sτuτdeph  1), the maximum current density (∆i−u = 0)
scales as Jmax,1/Jmax,2 = Ω2s,1/Ω2s,2. To estimate this ratio, a double quantum well is
considered with a barrier width of 4 nm and quantum well widths of 12 nm, approximating
the injection barrier and the adjacent quantum wells of the active region discussed in the
previous chapter. Splitting energies of 2.53 meV (x = 0.15) and 1.28 meV (x = 0.25) are
obtained for the lowest doublet, which would correspond to a variation of the maximum
current density by a factor of four.
To obtain similar subband energies and wavefunctions for QCL structures with x = 0.15
and x = 0.25, the thicknesses of the barriers have to be rescaled. Such a rescaled QCL
structure should exhibit a similar coupling in particular of those subbands, which are
mainly involved in the electronic transport and lasing. A quantitative scaling relation
is derived from the expression for the width of the lowest miniband ∆ in a superlattice,
which is given in the tight-binding limit by [21]
∆ ∝ exp
(
−LB
√
2m∗
~2
∆Vc
)
, (5.2)
where LB denotes the barrier width. From Eq. (5.2), the following scaling relation is
directly obtained
LB,1
LB,2
=
√
∆Ec,2
∆Ec,1
, (5.3)
where 1 and 2 refer to the Al content of x = 0.15 and x = 0.25, respectively. By ap-
plying Eq. (5.3), similar subband energies and wavefunctions are obtained for the lowest
subbands with increasing deviations as the subband energies increase toward the barrier
band edge.
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Figure 5.1: Calculated conduction band profile and squared moduli of the wavefunctions for
the active-region period of (a) sample A (M4-2340) and (b) sample B (M4-2342)
at their respective threshold bias. The doped quantum well is indicated by the
horizontal dotted line.
5.2 Experimental results and discussion
For the experiments, the nine-quantum-well active-region design discussed in the previous
chapter has been chosen as a starting point. Two additional samples have been grown.
For sample M4-2340 (labeled sample A in this chapter), the same nominal active-region
sequence has been used, except for the Al content in the barriers, which has been increased
to x = 0.25. In addition to that, the barrier thicknesses in sample M4-2342 (labeled B
in this chapter) have been reduced by about 30% according to Eq. (5.3). No significant
deviations were found by x-ray measurements as compared to the nominal sequences.
The doping densities as determined by C-V measurements are 9.2×1010 cm−2 for sample
A and 8.3×1010 cm−2 for sample B, which are close to the nominal doping density of
8.5×1010 cm−2 for both samples. The growth sequences of these samples are given in
the Appendix. For a quantitative comparison of the laser parameters, the sample of the
original series, which is closest to sample A in terms of layer thicknesses and doping
density (M4-2239), is referred to as sample R. In Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), the results of
band structure calculations are shown for samples A and B at their respective threshold
bias. The band structures are qualitatively very similar to the one of sample R (cf. Fig.
4.1). Therefore, the intersubband transport channels should be in principle the same as
for the original design as well as the mechanism of intersubband gain. There are certain
qualitative differences such as that the energy splitting of the injector states |2> and
|3> and the upper laser level |4> is smaller in sample A due to a reduced coupling of
subband states as compared to sample B. The energy of the lasing transition |4>→|1> is
higher in sample A because of the higher threshold field strength. There are additional
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Figure 5.2: Lasing spectra of sample A (0.2×2.5 mm2 laser ridge) and sample B (0.2×3.4 mm2
laser ridge) for pulsed operation (500 ns, 5 kHz) at current densities close to Jth
and Jmax at 10 K.
small differences in the alignment of the extraction/injection miniband (m, m′) and of the
excited subband states to the right of the injection barrier.
The lasing spectra for samples A and B are shown in Fig. 5.2 for a current density close
to Jth and close to the maximum output power (Jmax) of the respective lasers. The rescaled
sample B emits in the range of 3.2–3.4 THz, which is within the emission ranges obtained
for the original series such as 3.3–3.6 THz for sample R. The emission of sample A occurs
at higher frequencies in the range of 3.5–3.9 THz. This is in agreement with the higher
threshold field strength in sample A, which accounts for a 2.5 meV (0.6 THz) increase of
the laser transition energy as compared to sample B according to the calculation shown in
Fig. 5.1. The blue shift of the emission spectra between threshold and maximum output
power is a consequence of the spatially diagonal laser transition, which causes a linear
Stark shift. Indeed, it is found that the central lasing frequency depends almost linearly
on the operating voltage even for different operating temperatures. The linear Stark shift
results for sample A in a remarkably large total lasing range of almost 400 GHz.
In Fig. 5.3(a), the threshold current density for pulsed operation is depicted as a function
of temperature for samples A, B, and R (0.2×3.5 mm2 laser ridges). The gray shaded area
refers to the total data range of the original series with x = 0.15, except for the sample with
the highest doping level (M4-2325). At 10 K, Jth for sample A is as low as 70 A cm−2 as
compared to 235 A cm−2 for sample B and 295 A cm−2 for sample R. While Jth of sample
B is significantly below the value of sample R, it is still within the rather large range of the
original series. In contrast to that, the strongly reduced value for sample A is clearly an
effect of the increased barrier height in this structure. Similar characteristic temperatures
T0 are found with values of 20.5, 26, and 23.5 K for samples A, B, and R, respectively.
In contrast to the remarkably reduced threshold current density for sample A at low
temperatures, its maximum pulsed operating temperature is reduced to 90 K as compared
to 110 K for samples R and B. Since both, the T0 value and the maximum operating
temperature of the rescaled sample B, fall well into the range of the original series, it can
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Figure 5.3: (a) Temperature dependence of the threshold current density (logarithmic scale)
for samples A, B, and R for pulsed operation with 500 ns and 5 kHz (0.2×3.4 mm2
laser ridges). (b) L-I-V characteristics of the same laser ridges at 10 K (logarithmic
voltage scale).
be concluded that thermally assisted scattering of electrons into continuum states does not
result in significantly enlarged leakage currents in the QCLs with Al0.15Ga0.85As barriers.
In Fig. 5.3(b), the L-I-V characteristics for pulsed operation are shown for samples A,
B, and R at 10 K. The gray shaded area refers to total I-V data range of the original
series, except for the sample with the highest doping level. The I-V characteristics of
sample B fits into the rather large variation of the original series, but the current densities
in sample A are much smaller, while the voltages during operation are significantly higher.
Samples B and R have comparable levels of peak output power Ppeak with values of about
45 mW at Jmax = 570 A cm−2 in sample B and Jmax = 870 A cm−2 in sample R. In
contrast, the peak output power of sample A is only 19 mW at Jmax = 225 A cm−2, which
can be ascribed to the onset of NDR at rather low current densities in this sample. The
slope efficiencies at threshold are 24.5 mW/A for sample A, 21 mW/A for sample B, and
16 mW/A in sample R. Hence, the reduced peak output power of sample A is not related
to a reduced internal quantum efficiency.
Despite the limited output power and temperature range of sample A during pulsed
operation, cw lasers have been obtained from that wafer with output powers of a few mW.
The lasing parameters for a 0.1×1.0 mm2 laser ridge of wafer A are a maximum operating
temperature of 47 K, a maximum output power at 10 K (40 K) of 2.5 mW (1 mW), and
values for Jth of 132 A cm−2 (183 A cm−2), which would be still sufficient for applications
such as heterodyne spectroscopy. The cw electrical driving power at threshold is just 0.8 W
at 10 K, which is well below the threshold driving power obtained for similar lasers with
Al0.15Ga0.85As barriers. From a comparison of the Jth(T ) characteristics for pulsed and cw
operation, a thermal resistance of 9.3 K/W is found, similar to the value discussed in the
previous section. Due to the small driving power, the effective active-region temperature
during cw operation does not increase by more than 20 K above its value during pulsed
operation.
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The strong reduction of the current densities as found for sample A is in qualitative
agreement with both analytic models, the scattering-induced miniband transport within
the extraction/injection miniband as well as the model of resonant tunneling across the
injection barrier. It is a consequence of the reduced tunneling probability through the
barriers. However, the strong reduction of Jth in sample A is not directly obvious, since
this requires an increase of the differential gain g˜ in Eq. (2.26). The differential gain is
affected for instance by parasitic currents. Parasitic current channels are the non-radiative
injection of electrons into the lower laser level and the bypass via parasitic states such as
state |5> in Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). A reduction of the first channel would increase the
injection efficiency η3 into the upper laser level and reduce the injection efficiency η2 into
the lower laser level, while a reduction of the latter would increase η3 + η2. Both would
result in a smaller threshold current density and an increased slope efficiency according to
Eqs. (2.33) and (2.35). Such parasitic channels would also explain the increased value of
Jth and the decreased value of the slope efficiency of sample R as compared to sample B.
The different threshold current densities of samples A and B are qualitatively reproduced
by numerical simulations of the active region based on the one-dimensional transport
model. The threshold current density can be determined by the condition for lasing, i.e.
Γ g = αm + αw. For the 0.2×3.5 mm2 laser ridges, a threshold gain of (αm + αw)/Γ =
30 cm−2 is assumed. In addition, the inhomogeneous level broadening was set to 0.5 meV.
The calculated threshold current densities for samples B and A are 120 and 80 A cm−2,
respectively, suggesting a reduction of Jth for sample A by about a factor of 1.5 as compared
to sample B [58]. The stronger experimental deviation by a factor of three might be in
part a consequence of the electron dephasing involved in the resonant-tunneling process.
Since this is a collective effect, it is not considered in the rate-equation-based transport
simulations. Neglecting the electron dephasing is likely to result in an overestimation of
resonant-tunneling currents, in particular for small splitting energies as obtained by an
increase of the barrier heights. However, Eq. (5.1) cannot be applied to this particular
active-region design, since there are not one but two injector states, which is beyond the
scope of the density matrix model [27], for which this equation has been derived.
5.3 Conclusions
By increasing the Al content in the barriers from x = 0.15 to x = 0.25, the threshold
current density for a particular QCL structure could be significantly reduced, but for the
sake of smaller output powers and higher operating voltages. By readjusting the barrier
thicknesses in order to account for the increased barrier height, similar properties for QCLs
with x = 0.15 and x = 0.25 have been obtained. Hence, the experimental results confirm
for x values between 0.15 and 0.25 that the Al content is indeed a degree of freedom for
the design of THz QCLs. Since the subband energies close to the barrier and quantum
well band edge shift differently with the value of x, this parameter might be exploited in
the case of an unfavorable alignment of subbands. Such an example is the reabsorption of
emitted photons caused by higher-energy states above the upper laser level. By changing
the quantum well thicknesses and the Al content, higher-energy states might be shifted,
while the different effects just compensate for the laser transition energy. While Al contents
of x > 0.25 have not been investigated, the practical use of larger x values is restricted at
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Figure 5.4: Central frequency vs. operating voltage for samples A and B as well as for all
samples of the original series with x = 0.15.
a certain point by the required small barrier widths in the monolayer and sub-monolayer
range. Another aspect, which should be kept in mind, is the rather strong dependence of
the threshold current density on the Al content, in particular since the Al content cannot
be confirmed with a sufficient precision by x-ray measurements.
In Fig. 5.4, the central emission frequency is plotted versus the operating voltage for
samples A and B as well as for all samples of the original series with Al0.15Ga0.85As
barriers. Linear dependencies are found for the frequency shift with voltage, which is
explained by the linear Stark effect. The total emission range spans 2.7–3.9 THz with
a typical range of 200–350 GHz for each sample. The broad emission ranges, the rather
high levels of output power, and the small operating voltages are promising features of this
type of design. However, the wafer-to-wafer variation of the threshold current density as
well as the wafer-to-wafer variation of the particular emission range impose a significant
challenge for the development of THz QCLs , which have to operate in continuous-wave
mode at a specified target frequency.
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6 THz QCLs for emission above 4 THz
For far-infrared astronomy, a particular important emission line is the fine structure tran-
sition 3P1–3P2 of neutral atomic oxygen (OI) at 4.7448 THz, since it is believed to be one
main coolant channels for the interstellar medium [73, 74]. One goal of the current SOFIA
mission (stratospheric observatory for far-infrared astronomy) is the heterodyne detection
of this transition, which requires a local oscillator at a frequency, which is just a few GHz
above or below the OI transition. To use a THz QCL as the local oscillator, several chal-
lenges have to be solved. One main challenge is the active-region heterostructure, which
has to provide a combination of gain around the target frequency and an electrical driving
power and operating temperature range, which allows for cw operation in small cryocoolers
or in a liquid nitrogen dewar. Another main challenge is the single-frequency operation at
one of the specified upper- and lower-sideband frequencies for the local oscillator, which
will be subject of Chapter 7.
In this chapter, the focus is on general experimental results for a particular active-region
design developed for emission above 4 THz and its modifications toward an optimized
performance. The goal has been the development of an active-region heterostructure
for emission around 4.75 THz to be used for single-frequency THz QCLs based on DFB
gratings or external cavity resonators. In the first part of this chapter, the basic active-
region design and the results of a doping series are presented, where the focus will be on
the general pulsed-mode characteristics (cw operation and particular nonlinear transport
effects are discussed in Chapter 8). Subsequently, several design modifications toward an
optimized performance are discussed as well as the variation of laser parameters across a
wafer.
6.1 Basic active-region design for emission above 4 THz
The basic active-region design is comparable to the LO phonon-assisted injection design
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. As for the active-region designs discussed above, nine
quantum wells are used, which provide an extraction/injection quasi-miniband and a dou-
blet of injector states coupled to the upper laser level. The larger laser transition energies
above 4 THz as compared to 3 THz cause a general trend toward higher energies of the
involved subbands. To account for this trend, an Al fraction of x = 0.25 has been used
for the barriers, which improves the electronic confinement of higher-energy subbands as
compared to x = 0.15.
In Fig. 6.1(a), the result of a band structure calculation is shown for the basic active-
region design labeled TIX3. As a main difference to the previous designs, the single
injection barrier is changed into a double barrier (labeled 1 and 2) to increase the sep-
aration between the higher-energy state |5> and the upper laser level |4>. In this way,
absorption at the frequency of the laser transition is avoided. Figure 6.1(b) depicts the cal-
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Figure 6.1: (a) Calculated conduction band profile and squared moduli of the wavefunctions
at 4 kV/cm for the design labeled TIX3. The doped quantum well is indicated
by the horizontal dotted line (ndop = 2×1011 cm−2). For the discussion of design
modifications, the barriers have been numbered. (b) Calculated gain vs. field
strength and frequency for this design. Horizontal white lines separate regions of
positive (PDR) and negative (NDR) differential resistance.
culated gain characteristics for this structure. While the laser transition (with the upper
level |4>) is responsible for the gain region between 4 and 5 THz, the absorption between
5 and 7 THz is caused by the transition |4>→|5>. This points also to the importance
of including the higher-energy subband states into the simulations. While the |4>→|5>
transition causes a strong absorption region, it is not involved in the electronic transport
below threshold.
In the momentum-independent transport model, the effect of a non-vanishing electron
temperature is simulated by assuming a finite transition rate if the subband energy of the
final state is above the initial state. A finite electron temperature can cause the presence of
gain even below the low-temperature limit for the operating bias as imposed by Eq. (4.1).
At F = 4 kV/cm, the electrons require a kinetic energy of about 6 meV to be injected
from level |2> into the upper laser level |4>, which corresponds to a temperature value
T = E/kB of approximately 70 K. Due to the transfer of kinetic into potential energy,
such a transition might be regarded as an electronic cooling channel for the system. The
numerical simulation further reveals several gain regions above 6 kV/cm. However, this
gain cannot be exploited by electrical pumping due to the NDR regime above this field
strength indicated in Fig. 6.1(b). The simulation of the active region has been repeated
for different sheet doping densities. In Fig. 6.2(a), the maximum gain below 6 kV/cm
is plotted vs. the frequency. The peak gain is found at 4.75 THz and does not shift
with the doping concentration. In Fig. 6.2(b), the gain at 4.75 THz is plotted vs. the
field strength for different doping concentrations. With increasing doping concentration,
a small increase of the value of the peak gain is found as well as a shift to smaller field
strengths. This result suggests that the doping density is not a sensitive parameter for
THz QCLs based on this active region. However, several doping dependent effects are not
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Figure 6.2: (a) Calculated gain maximum (for F ≤ 6 kV/cm) vs. frequency for different sheet
doping densities per period. (b) Calculated gain at 4.75 THz vs. field strength.
Solid lines are guides to the eye.
taken into account in the simulations such as electron-impurity scattering [75] and the
potential increase of waveguide losses due to free-carrier absorption for high doping levels.
6.1.1 Experimental results of a doping series
A series of four wafers has been investigated to clarify the impact of the doping level for
this active-region design. The doping densities are in the range of (0.8–5)×1011 cm−2
per period. Except for one wafer, which showed a rather large deviation of the average
period length of 6%, all wafers are within a deviation of ∆d/d0 ≤ 1.5% with respect to
the nominal sequence. Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) depict exemplarily for one of the samples
(M4-2404) the pulsed-mode L-I-V characteristics and lasing spectra, respectively. For
that sample, the doping level is 2×1011 cm−2. Lasing operation up 70 K is obtained with
a peak output power of about 5 mW at low temperatures and a threshold current density
of only 50 A cm−2 for a 0.2×3.3 mm2 laser ridge. The QCL emits in the range of 4.0–
4.2 THz, and the presence of a Stark shift for increasing bias confirms the diagonal nature
of the laser transition, which is in agreement with the simulations. In Tab. 6.1 the results
of a characterization for QCLs from the central region of each wafer are summarized.
Compared to the THz QCL design discussed in Chapter 4, the low-temperature threshold
current densities of these QCLs are remarkably smaller, even for the sample with the
highest doping level. However, also the maximum operating temperatures are smaller, and
the peak output power is reduced by about one order of magnitude, which is accompanied
by much smaller dynamic current ranges of the present series. While the calculated gain
maximum is found at 4.75 THz, the experimental spectra reveal somewhat smaller emission
frequencies in the range of 4.0–4.45 THz.
There are several quantitative differences between the samples of this series, which are
likely to be related to the doping density. Jth increases by a factor of 1.6 from the lowest
to the highest doping density with a value of only 50 A cm−2 for the two samples with the
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Figure 6.3: (a) Measured L-I-V characteristics under pulsed operation for sample M4-2404
(0.2×3.3 mm2 laser ridge, 500 ns, 5 kHz). The nonlinear power dependence at
threshold is artificial due to the shape of the electrical driving pulse at small
current amplitudes. Jth is determined by extrapolation of the linear part of the
output power characteristics toward the abscissa as indicated by the dotted lines.
(b) Lasing spectra of this device for different operating conditions.
Sample No. M4-2397 M4-2404 M4-2421 M4-2429
ndop (1011 cm−2) 0.8 (1.0) 2.0 (2.0) 3.95 (4.0) 4.7 (4.0)
∆d/d0(%) −1.5 +1 +6 +0.7
Tmax (K) 50 70 45 70
Jth (A cm−2) 50 50 65 80
Jmax (A cm−2) 70 90 95 215
Vth (V) 4.75 4.1 3.15 3.55
Ppeak (mW) 2 5 2 7.5
dP/dI (mW/A) 15 20 11 12
ν (THz) 4.32–4.44 4.05–4.26 3.99–4.14 4.23–4.44
Table 6.1: Sample properties for the doping series of the basic 4.7 THz active-region design.
Doping densities are determined by C-V measurements (nominal values in brack-
ets). The laser characteristics are measured for 0.2×3.3...3.5 mm2 laser ridges under
pulsed operation with 500 ns and 5 kHz. The values for Jth, Jmax, Vth, and dP/dI
are determined at 5 K (10 K for sample M4-2404).
lowest and second-lowest doping level. The same trend is found for Jmax, which increases
by a factor of 3. Except for sample M4-2421, also an increase of the maximum pulsed
output power Ppeak with increasing doping density is found, which is correlated with an
increase of the dynamic range Jmax−Jth. The operating voltage at threshold Vth decreases
with increasing doping density, which is consistent with a predicted shift of the gain peak
toward lower field strengths by the numerical simulation. Sample M4-2421, for which a
rather large deviation from the nominal sequence was found, does not seem to fit into this
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of the threshold current density (0.2×3.3...3.5 mm2 laser
ridges, pulsed operation with 500 ns, 5 kHz). The solid lines depict the phenomeno-
logical fit to Jth = J0 + J1 exp(T/T0).
series in terms of maximum operating temperature and peak output power. However, by
taking the deviation from the nominal sequence into account in the numerical simulations,
a reduction of the peak gain by 35% and a shift of the NDR onset from 6 to 4.2 kV/cm has
been calculated, which explains the rather small dynamic range and maximum operating
temperature of this sample and illustrates the rather strong influence of small structural
differences on the QCL characteristics.
Figure 6.4 depicts the Jth(T ) characteristics of the different samples. While Tmax is the
same for samples M4-2404 and M4-2429 (70 K), the difference of Jth between these two
samples is accompanied by a difference in the characteristic temperature T0 of about a
factor of two. Since in addition to the experimental value of Tmax also the calculated value
of the peak gain is similar for both samples, free-carrier absorption losses caused by the
higher doping level in sample M4-2429 seems to play only a minor role.
6.1.2 Discussion
For the present design, a doping level optimum appears to be around 2×1011 cm−2. For this
doping density, the lowest threshold current density, the highest operating temperature
and the highest characteristic temperature T0 are found. However, the dependence of
the QCL performance on the doping density is rather weak, such as a variation of Jth
by a factor of 1.6 for a variation of the doping density by a factor of 4. Obviously, the
impact of MBE growth variations (such as for sample M4-2421) can exceed the effect of the
doping level itself, which has been also found for the QCL design discussed in Chapter 4.
Comparing the experimental results for the different designs, it becomes obvious that the
range of suitable doping densities depends on the particular active-region design. While
for the QCL design discussed in Chapter 4 a sheet doping density of ndop = 2×1011 cm−2
resulted already in a significantly degraded performance, more than twice that doping
level yields still threshold current densities as low as 80 A cm−2 for the present design.
We believe that the remarkable insensitivity to the doping density of the present design
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as compared also to reported results for other designs [76, 77, 78] is related to the field
screening and the formation of a local dipole in front of the injection barrier [cf. Fig.
6.1(a)]. This dipole, caused by the different distribution of ionized donors and electrons,
might be regarded as a buffer, which allows for a self-alignment of the extraction/injection
miniband. In contrast, the alignment of the wavefunctions is not affected by local space
charge in the case of a quasi-constant electric field strength, for which the current density
becomes proportional to the doping level [78].
Different results for the impact of the doping density on the performance of THz QCLs
are reported in Refs. [76, 77, 78]. Lasing operation for much smaller sheet doping densities
between (0.5–2)×1010 cm−2 is reported in Ref. [78] for a four-quantum-well resonant-
phonon active-region period. The increase of the doping density by a factor of 3.5 resulted
in the same relative increase of Jth with a linear slope. In Ref. [76], the increase of the
doping density from 3.2 to 4.8×1010 cm−2 for a similar resonant-phonon design resulted in
an increase of Jth by a factor of 3 with a strongly nonlinear slope. In Ref. [77], an increase
of Jth by a factor of 2 has been obtained for a bound-to-continuum active region for a
doubling of the doping density from 4.4 to 8.8×1010 cm−2. The variety of different results
confirms that the optimum doping range and the impact of the doping density depend
sensitively on the particular active-region design.
The low-temperature threshold current densities of the present design are among the
smallest reported for THz QCLs. In Ref. [79], a smaller Jth of about 30 A cm−2 has been
reported. However, this result has been obtained using a metal-metal waveguide with
high-reflectivity coatings on both facets, which results in a significantly smaller threshold
gain as compared to uncoated single-plasmon waveguides.
Another conclusion can be drawn about the electron temperature in the present THz
QCLs. Since the operating voltages of the higher doped samples are already below the
low-temperature limit as imposed by Eq. (4.1), the presence of electrons with significant
in-plane momentum in front of the injection barrier is required to overcome the energy
difference of about 6 mV at threshold between the lowest injector state and the upper
laser level. For a different type of active region, Monte-Carlo simulations including the
in-plane momentum have predicted electron temperatures of more than 100 K for the
different subbands of the THz QCLs at a heat sink temperature of 5 K [80]. Such high
temperatures would be consistent with the present results and also justify the use of
finite scattering rates for negative transition energies as implemented in the effective one-
dimensional transport model.
6.2 Design modifications
Besides the promisingly small values of Jth and Vth of the previously discussed QCLs,
the rather small maximum operating temperatures and output powers limit the range of
practical applications. For that reason, various modifications of the active-region design
have been tested. One goal has been to extend the dynamic range Jmax−Jth of the QCLs.
Since Jmax is usually determined by the onset of NDR-related discontinuities in the I-V
characteristics, design modifications, for which the numerical simulations resulted in a
high field strength for the onset of NDR, are preferential. The other goal is to shift the
emission frequency toward 4.75 THz.
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6.2.1 Impact of local modifications of the barrier thicknesses
A series of three wafers was grown to investigate the impact of the injection barrier and
the barriers in the extraction/injection region. In the following, the wafer numbers M4-
2454, M4-2435, and M4-2455 refer to samples m1, m2, and m3, respectively. For sample
m1, the thicknesses of the injection barrier 1 [cf. Fig. 6.1(a)] and the adjacent barrier 9
were reduced from 4 to 3 nm and 3.3 to 2.8 nm, respectively, which increases the coupling
between the injector states and the upper laser level. For sample m2, also the thicknesses
of several barriers in the extraction/injection region was reduced from 3 to 1.5 nm (barrier
No. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). The same changes were applied to sample m3, but with the original
thicknesses of the barriers 1 and 9. A doping density of 2×1011 cm−2 was used for all
samples. The simulations revealed similar values for the peak gain and similar J(F )
characteristics below the onset of NDR for the unmodified and the modified designs. The
onset of NDR above the gain region [cf. Fig. 6.1(b)] is shifted from 6 to 7 kV/cm for
samples m2 and m3, which is expected to result in a larger dynamic current range for
these samples.
The design modifications and the main experimental results are summarized in Tab. 6.2.
While for sample m1 the value of Tmax is increased to 90 K as compared to 70 K for the
previous series, only a marginal increase to 75 K is found for sample m2, and no lasing
at all is observed for sample m3. The barrier modifications resulted also in significantly
larger threshold current densities of 125 and 330 A cm−2 at 5 K (0.2×3.5 mm2 laser ridges)
for samples m1 and m2, respectively. A large operating voltage with a Vth value of 7 V
at 5 K is obtained for sample m2, while for sample m1 the Vth value of 4.3 V falls within
the range of the previous series. The emission frequencies vary between 4.5–4.7 THz for
sample m1 and 4.8–4.95 THz for sample m2, starting at the lower end of these ranges at
threshold.
For sample m1, cw operation has been obtained up to a heat sink temperature of 63 K
for a small-area laser ridge (0.1×1.13 mm2). The electrical driving power of less than
Sample m1 m2 m3 ref.
Barriers 9/1 (nm) 2.8/3.0 2.8/3.0 3.3/4.0 3.3/4.0
Barriers 3–8 (nm) 3.0 1.5 1.5 3.0
∆d/d0(%) −4 −5 −4
Tmax (K) 90 75 —
Jth (A cm−2) 125 330 —
Vth (V) 4.3 7.0 —
Ppeak (mW) 10 6 —
ν (THz) 4.5–4.7 4.85–4.95 —
Table 6.2: Top: Barrier modifications of samples m1 to m3 as compared to the original design
(ref.) and thickness deviations as determined by x-ray measurements. Bottom:
Basic operating parameters for laser ridges from the central part of samples m1
to m3 (pulsed operation, 0.2×3.5 mm2 ridges). The values for Jth, Vth, and Ppeak
were determined at 5 K.
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Figure 6.5: Continuous-wave emission spectra of a 0.1×1.13 mm2 laser ridge of sample m1
(M4-2454). The dashed line indicates the target frequency of the 3P1–3P2 OI
transition.
3 W allowed for operation in a Stirling cooler. The maximum output power has been
5.5 mW at 20 K and 3 mW at 50 K, which is well above the specified 1 mW for heterodyne
applications. Figure 6.5 depicts the cw lasing spectra. At low temperatures and operation
at Jmax, the emission is centered around 4.59 THz, and rather weak Fabry-Pérot modes
are observed at 4.697, 4.726, and 4.755 THz close to the OI frequency of 4.745 THz. At
higher temperatures, the spectral range narrows significantly, and at Tmax a single mode
appears at 4.573 THz. Hence, the important central frequency of the emission at Jmax is
still about 4% off the target frequency. Very similar results have been obtained for two
other cw laser ridges from the same wafer.
The absence of lasing for sample m3 can be attributed to a very small current density
of 120 A cm−2 for the onset of the NDR-related discontinuities, a value which is below
Jth for the other two samples. This illustrates the importance of a balance between the
thicknesses of the injection barrier and the barriers in the extraction/injection region. In
the present case of large thickness differences, the onset of NDR-related effects cannot
be well predicted by the active-region simulations, and the presence of NDR eventually
prevents reaching the lasing threshold.
6.2.2 Design modifications based on a double injection barrier
One weak point of the original design and the previous modifications m1–m3 is the very
thin barrier 2 [cf. Fig. 6.1(a)], which has a rather large impact on the subband energy of the
reabsorption state |5>. To reduce the sensitivity with respect to the precision of the MBE
growth, one strategy has been to increase the width of this barrier. Based on the nominal
sequence of sample m1, the width of the three layers starting from barrier 1 have been
changed from 3.0/3.7/1.0 nm for sample m1 to 1.7/3.1/1.3 nm in the modified design
TAX8 (bold numbers refer to the barriers). In the design TAX9, this has been further
changed to 1.5/3.5/1.5 nm. In both cases, additional small changes of the layer sequence
have been necessary in order to shift the gain maximum toward the desired 4.75 THz and
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to avoid that regions of strong gain and reabsorption occur at close-by frequencies. For
both modifications, the simulations revealed similar characteristics as for the sample m1.
Samples M4-2478 and M4-2473, referred to as m4 and m5 in the following, belong to the
TAX8 design and have been grown with doping densities of 1.3×1011 and 2.0×1011 cm−2,
respectively. Sample M4-2491 and M4-2540, referred to as m6 and m7, belong to the
TAX9 design and have been grown with a doping density of 2.0×1011 cm−2. Sample m7
has been used to test the reproducibility of the MBE growth after 7 months.
The modifications and experimental results are summarized in Tab. 6.3. The low-
temperature threshold current densities and operating voltages are rather small for all
of these samples, and the output powers and maximum operating temperatures of sam-
ples m4 and m5 are significantly increased as compared to the original design. However,
the emission frequencies in the range of 4.2–4.6 THz are still off the target frequency of
4.75 THz. Continuous-wave lasers have been tested for samples m4 and m5. For sam-
ple m5, cw operation at 50 K has still been possible with an output power of 0.5 mW
(0.1×1.45 mm2 laser ridge). Thus, the changes applied to the active-region sequence of
sample m1 did not result in significant improvements. In particular, QCLs operating at
4.75 THz could not be obtained. However, the good agreement of the properties of samples
m6 and m7, which agree within the usual variation of QCL parameters for a single wafer,
indicates a reasonable reproducibility of the MBE growth for this active-region design.
6.2.3 Design modifications based on a single injection barrier
A significant improvement of the lasing properties has been obtained by a further design
modification. The barrier 2 involved in the double injection barrier has been omitted in
favor of a single injection barrier resulting in an active-region period with eight quantum
wells. Figure 6.6(a) depicts the calculated frequency and field dependent gain for this
structure. The corresponding band structure for the operating field strength range of 4–6
kV/cm is still similar to the original design shown in Fig. 6.1(a). However, the parasitic
Sample m4 m5 m6 m7
Injector seq. (nm) 1.7/3.1/1.3 1.7/3.1/1.3 1.5/3.5/1.5 1.5/3.5/1.5
ndop (cm−2) 1.3×1011 2×1011 2×1011 2×1011
∆d/d0(%) −1 −1 +2 +3
Tmax (K) 95 90 70 70
Jth (A cm−2) 140 160 100 100
Vth (V) 4.6 4.0 3.8 4.3
Ppeak (mW) 30 20 10 14
ν (THz) 4.2–4.5 4.3–4.6 4.3–4.5 4.3–4.5
Table 6.3: Top: Modified injector sequences with the barriers in bold (starting from the injec-
tion barrier 1), nominal doping density and thickness deviations as determined by
x-ray measurements for samples m4 to m7. Bottom: Basic operating parameters for
laser ridges from the central part of each sample (pulsed operation, 0.2×3.5 mm2
ridges). The values for Jth, Vth, and Ppeak were determined at 5 K.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Calculated gain vs. frequency and field strength for wafer M4-2535 (sample
m8). (b) Lasing spectra for a QCL (0.2×3.5 mm2) at different driving conditions
in pulsed mode. Dashed lines in (a) and(b) are guides to the eye.
Sample Tmax (K) Jth (A cm−2) Vth (V) Ppeak (mW) ν (THz)
m8 100 175 4.3 42 4.20–4.50
m9 90 540 6.2 29 4.55–4.85
m10 85 200 4.7 27 4.75–4.95
Table 6.4: Basic operating parameters for laser ridges from the central part of samples m8 to
m10 (pulsed operation, 0.2×3.5 mm2 ridges).
state |5> appears at smaller energies, which shifts the absorption due to the |4>→|5>
transition to frequencies below the gain region [cf. Fig. 6.6(a)]. Another difference to
the original design is a stronger overlap of the injector states |2> and |3> with state |1>
of the extraction/injection miniband, which results in multiple radiative laser transitions
and causes a net red-shift of the gain peak with increasing field strength. The first sample
of this series (m8, wafer M4-2535) resulted in QCL emission in the range of 4.2–4.5 THz.
The QCLs operated in pulsed mode up to 100 K with low-temperature values for Jth and
Vth of 175 A cm−1 and 4.3 V, respectively, and a peak output power of 42 mW (values
for a 0.2×3.5 mm2 laser ridge). Continuous-wave operation of a 0.1×1.1 mm2 laser ridge
has been possible up to a temperature of 60 K with maximum output powers of 12 mW
at 10 K and 1 mW at 60 K.
The net red-shift of the gain peak with increasing field strength as found for the sim-
ulations is also observed experimentally for an increasing driving current and voltage [cf.
Fig. 6.6(b)]. To adjust the lasing range toward the desired 4.75 THz, all layer thicknesses
of the nominal structure have been reduced by a factor of 0.95 for sample m9 (wafer M4-
2548). Eventually, this resulted in a difference of 5.5% for the average period length of
the two samples as found by x-ray measurements. The emission range of the latter sample
is indeed shifted to 4.55–4.85 THz. However, the threshold current density is drastically
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Figure 6.7: Measured I-V characteristics at 5 K for several QCLs from sample M4-2491
(0.2×3.5 mm2 ridges, pulsed operation with 500 ns, 5 kHz). The dots indicate
Jth and Jmax (maximum output power) on each curve. The inset depicts the loca-
tion on the wafer for each laser die, and the dashed line indicates the dimensions
of the processed wafer piece.
increased to values of 540 A cm−2 at 5 K. Due to the high value of Jth, cw operation could
not be obtained for any laser of this sample. To exclude the possibility of parasitic leakage
currents due to a resonant alignment of states of the extraction/injection miniband with
excited states of the next period, the layer sequence has been slightly modified for sample
m10 (wafer M4-2561). This resulted in a Jth value of 200 A cm−2 at 5 K and total emission
range of 4.75–4.95 THz for pulsed operation of a 0.2×3.5 mm2 laser ridge starting at the
upper end of this range at threshold. Continuous-wave operation of a 0.12×1.2 mm2 laser
stripe has been possible up to a temperature of 50 K with a maximum output power of
5.5 mW at 10 K and 0.1 mW at 50 K and an emission range, which covers 4.86–4.97 THz.
Very similar parameters have also been found for other QCLs from this sample. The re-
sults of a pulsed-mode characterization for lasers of samples m8–m10 are summarized in
Tab. 6.4, and detailed layer sequences are given in the Appendix.
6.3 Variation of the laser parameters across a wafer
Due to the wafer rotation during the MBE growth and the shape of the molecular beams,
the heterostructure exhibits a radial symmetry with a negative thickness gradient of a
few percent toward the wafer edge (cf. Section 3.2). A series of five QCLs cleaved from
different locations on the wafer M4-2491 (sample m6) has been investigated to quantify
the impact of the wafer position for the lasing properties of the QCLs
In Fig. 6.7, the measured low-temperature I-V characteristics are shown for the QCLs
labeled from A to E, and the inset depicts the location on the wafer for each laser die.
The operation conditions at threshold and at the maximum output power (J = Jmax) are
depicted as dots on each graph. Lasing is observed for all samples except for sample E,
which is located closest to the wafer edge. The values of Jth and Jmax increase toward the
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Figure 6.8: (a) Threshold current density vs. temperature for QCLs from different locations
on wafer M4-2491 (sample A–D of Fig. 6.7). (b) Threshold current density vs.
average distance <r> from the wafer center for 5 K and 50 K. The error bars
indicate the range of r due to the finite ridge lengths. Solid lines in (a) and (b)
refer to exponential fits.
wafer edge by about 100 A cm−2, which is almost an increase by a factor of two for Jth.
Furthermore, there is appears a general trend from sample A to E toward smaller voltages
in the I-V characteristics.
In Fig. 6.8(a), the threshold current density is shown as a function of temperature
for samples A–D. The value of Tmax is approximately 70 K for all QCLs A–D. From the
phenomenological fit Jth(T ) = J0 + J1 exp(T/T0), only a small decrease for the values
of T0 from 24 to 19.5 K from the center toward the wafer edge is found. While at low
temperatures Jth differs by almost a factor of 2 between samples A and D, the relative
difference becomes smaller at elevated temperatures, which indicates a parasitic current
channel related to a temperature-insensitive scattering process. In Fig. 6.8(b), Jth is plot-
ted versus the average distance <r> from the wafer center for two different temperatures.
In both cases, Jth(<r>) is strongly nonlinear and well approximated by an exponential
dependence. The additional increase of Jmax results in similar dynamic current ranges
Jmax−Jth for the different samples. The strong increase of Jth toward the wafer edge does
not correlate with the values of peak output power, which are 10, 16.5, 16, and 13 mW
for QCLs A, B, C, and D, respectively.
The lasing spectra of all samples are in the range of 4.30–4.55 THz, and no significant
shift of the emission spectra depending on the wafer position is found. In Fig. 6.9, the
lasing spectra are exemplarily shown for QCLs A and D at their respective threshold
current density and output power maximum. At threshold, the emission of device D
appears slightly blue-shifted as compared to device A. However, this effect is small and is
even exceeded by the rather small intrinsic Stark shift for this sample.
The growth gradient of the MBE system was determined for a distributed Bragg reflector
structure (M4-2484), which has been grown a few weeks before the present sample M4-
2491. According to this data (cf. Fig. 3.2), the change in the average period length from
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Figure 6.9: Lasing spectra for QCLs A and D at their respective threshold current density Jth
and output power maximum Jmax at 5 K.
position A to D and A to E is expected to be −1.6% and −2.1%, respectively. This
small decrease does not explain the strong increase of Jth toward the wafer edge. An
alternative explanation is an increase of the interface roughness with increasing <r>. It
has been shown theoretically that interface roughness can have quite a strong impact on
the QCL properties [29]. An increase of the interface roughness toward the wafer edge
might be caused by a temperature gradient or by the growth rate modulation — during
growth, the rotating wafer experiences a constant growth rate close to the center, but
not close to the edge. An experimental determination of interface roughness parameters
within the random-fluctuation model has been reported by Jenichen et al. [81] for a
single quantum well structure based on measurements of the x-ray reflectivity and diffuse
scattering. However, due to the much more complex heterostructure and the required
spatial resolution, it would be very challenging to perform and evaluate a spatially resolved
measurement of this kind for a THz QCL structure. The decreasing operating voltage from
sample A to E might be partly caused by the small differences in the series resistance of
the bottom contact for the QCLs, which is due to a small etch depth gradient by the wet
chemical etching of the mesas.
In summary, the growth gradient of the used MBE system cannot be exploited to select
THz QCLs for a particular emission range by its position on the wafer. The effect of the
growth gradient on the emission spectra is by far too small, and the strong increase of the
threshold current density restricts the use of QCLs, which are cleaved close to the wafer
edge. The same qualitative result has been also obtained for other wafers.
6.4 Frequency trend of the operating temperature
With additional small modifications of the active-region sequence based on a single-
injection barrier, QCLs with sufficient output power and emission around the target fre-
quency of 4.75 THz are expected. However, cw operation of such QCLs based on single-
plasmon waveguides might be restricted to temperatures below 80 K. There appears to be
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Figure 6.10: (a) Average maximum pulsed operating temperature versus emission frequency
for all samples discussed in Chapters 4–6. (b) In-plane subband dispersion of the
upper (|u>) and lower (|l>) laser level. The arrow indicates the non-radiative
phonon-assisted transition from (|u>) to (|l>) at elevated temperatures.
a general trend toward a decreasing value of Tmax with increasing frequency. This trend
becomes evident by plotting the value of Tmax versus the average emission frequency for
all characterized THz QCL designs as shown in Fig. 6.10(a). While for the QCLs emitting
around 3 THz the maximum operating temperature is close to 120 K, it decreases to 85 K
for QCLs emitting at frequencies close to 5 THz. Such a general trend is also found from a
similar plot in the review of Williams [42] by comparing data of different authors. Often,
the discussion about Tmax focuses on the thermal population of subbands at elevated tem-
peratures related to the thermal distribution of electrons and the equivalent temperature
hν/kB, i.e. the temperature value, which corresponds to a certain emission frequency
ν. Due to the large width of thermal distributions and the non-equilibrium operation of
QCLs, there is no strict limit and operating temperatures well above hν/kB have been
demonstrated for metal-metal THz QCLs emitting below 3 THz [42, 65]. Furthermore,
the thermal population of subbands does not explain the trend of a decreasing Tmax for
higher frequencies, since hν/kB is proportional to the frequency. A more likely explana-
tion for the observed trend is related to phonon emission. At elevated temperatures, the
probability for phonon-assisted transitions from the upper into the lower laser subband
is proportional to the transition energy. Electrons with sufficient in-plane momentum are
scattered via an LO phonon-assisted transition into the lower laser subband as illustrated
in Fig. 6.10(b). The frequency dependence of the required thermal activation is given by
[h(νLO − ν)/kB]−∆Te, where ∆Te denotes the temperature difference of the electron gas
in the upper laser level with respect to the heat sink. In Fig. 6.10(a), this dependence is
marked by a dashed line assuming a value of 100 K for ∆Te. This is not a strict limit, and
the value of ∆Te might also be lower. However, it explains the general trend of Tmax for
QCLs operating close to 5 THz.
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For applications requiring a terahertz source with a high output power at a single fre-
quency, the multi-mode emission spectra of Fabry-Pérot THz QCLs is of limited use, since
the total power is typically distributed over many spectral modes. The two conventional
approaches for single-mode MIR QCLs have been distributed-feedback (DFB) gratings
and external cavity setups [82, 83]. However, for THz QCLs, the realization of tunable
external cavities is complicated by the limitations due to the cryogenic operating temper-
atures and to the fabrication of THz anti-reflection coatings [84]. THz QCLs with a DFB
grating are often realized by slits in the top metallization of the laser ridge [85, 86, 87, 88],
which provides a strong feedback due to the large modal intensity at the top metal in
THz waveguides and the large refractive-index modulation. The electrical contacting of
the laser ridges is typically performed by just one or two thin bonding wires attached
to the ends of the laser ridge in order to avoid any interference with the grating slits.
An alternative approach are lateral DFB (lDFB) gratings [45, 89, 90], which allow for a
closed top metallization such as for Fabry-Pérot THz QCLs. The advantage is a homo-
geneous current injection and the possibility of using a larger number of bonding wires,
which reduces the current load for each wire and consequently the risk of failure in case
of cw operation. A major step for THz QCLs based on metal-metal waveguides has been
the introduction of third-order lDFB gratings, which yielded cw operation with high out-
put powers and a small beam divergence [45]. The approach, which is pursued in this
work, is the combination of a single-plasmon waveguide with a first-order lDFB grating.
THz QCLs with a first-order lDFB grating and metal-metal waveguide have already been
demonstrated in Ref. [90]. However, the output power has been limited to sub-mW levels.
Furthermore, it showed that the common formula for DFB gratings severely underesti-
mates the coupling strength for such gratings. In Fig. 7.1(a), a schematic diagram of an
lDFB QCL with its two end facets is shown. The grating period Λ corresponds to the
vacuum Bragg wavelength of λB = 2Λn/m, where n denotes the real part of the effective
refractive index of the waveguide (neff = n+ik) and m the grating order. The facet phases
φF are defined such that the distance of the facets to the center of the next wide-ridge
section of the grating is equal to ΛφF /(2pi). Figure 7.1(b) depicts an etched lDFB mesa
after dry etching. Before the discussion of experimental results, the coupled-mode theory
of DFB lasers is briefly introduced followed by a method for the calculation of the complex
coupling coefficient for lDFB gratings in the case of THz waveguides.
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(a) (b)
Λ
L
Figure 7.1: (a) Schematic diagram of a THz QCL with a lDFB grating. L denotes the length
of the laser, Λ the grating period, and φF (0) and φF (L) the facet phases with
respect to the grating comb for the front and rear facet, respectively. (b) SEM
image of a test sample after dry etching of the DFB mesa (M4-2243).
7.1 A brief survey of the coupled-mode theory of DFB lasers
The coupled-mode theory [91] has proven to be a valuable tool for the modeling and
understanding of DFB lasers. An introduction to the coupled-mode theory can be found
in many textbooks such as Refs. [25, 64, 92]. Here, we will basically follow Ref. [25].
The dielectric function of a uniform DFB grating is modulated in the ridge direction
(labeled z in this chapter due to the convention) with ε(x, y, z) = ε(x, y, z + Λ). It is
assumed that the lateral mode profile E(x, y) can be approximated by the lateral mode
profile E(0)(x, y) of a reference waveguide, which does not dependent on z. The ansatz for
the electric field becomes
E(x, y, z) = [A(z)eiβBz +B(z)e−iβBz]E(0)(x, y) , (7.1)
where A(z) and B(z) denote the amplitudes of the forward and backward propagating
wave, respectively, βB = pi/Λ the Bragg propagation constant, and E(0)(x, y) the so-
lution of the two dimensional waveguide equation for the reference waveguide. βB can
be expressed in terms of the propagation constant β0 = ωneff/c and a number ∆β:
βB = β0 − ∆β. Applying Maxwell’s wave equation to the expression (7.1) results in
the coupled-mode equations
d
dz
(
A(z)
B(z)
)
= i
(
∆β Kab
−Kba −∆β
)(
A(z)
B(z)
)
, (7.2)
where Kab and Kba are the coupling coefficients for forward and backward propagating
modes, respectively. The modulation of the dielectric function can be decomposed into
a Fourier series ∆ε(z) = ∑m ∆εm exp(i2pimz/Λ) with coefficients ∆εm. Usually, Kab
and Kba are obtained by integrating over the cross-section of the reference waveguide,
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Kab ∝
∫
∆ε+m|E(0)|dA and Kba ∝
∫
∆ε−m|E(0)|dA, where m = 1 for a first order grating
(cf. Ref. [25]). For index gratings, i.e no modulation of the imaginary part of ε, it can be
shown that Kab = K∗ba, which simplifies further to Kab = Kba if the grating is symmetric
with respect to z = 0.
The coupled-mode equations (7.2) are formally solved by(
A(z)
B(z)
)
=
(
A±
B±
)
e±iqz (7.3)
with
q =
√
∆β2 −KabKba . (7.4)
The latter equation defines the dispersion relation for the coupled system of forward and
backward propagating modes of an infinite uniform grating. The propagation constant of
the coupled system are given by β± = pi/Λ ± q, while β0 and ∆β refer to the reference
waveguide. Note that q, β0, and ∆β are complex quantities in the current notation due
to the presence of gain and losses, while the frequency ω is a real quantity.
In the case of index and gain coupling, the coupling coefficients can be written as
Kab = K + iKg exp(iφg) and Kba = K + iKg exp(−iφg) with K denoting the index
coupling coefficient, Kg the gain coupling coefficient, and φg the phase difference between
index and gain coupling. We obtain the relation
KabKba = K2 −K2g + 2iKKg cos(φg) . (7.5)
Here, only symmetric gratings are considered, for which the origin in the ridge direction
z can be chosen such that ∆ε(z) = ∆ε(−z). The only possible values for φg are 0 and
pi, i.e. KabKba = (K ± iKg)2, where in the following the plus sign is chosen by allowing
for negative amplitudes Kg. Using Eq. (7.3), the coupled-mode equations (7.2) can be
rewritten in a transfer matrix form(
A(L)
B(L)
)
=
(
cos(qL) + i∆βq sin(qL) i
Kab
q sin(qL)
−iKbaq sin(qL) cos(qL)− i∆βq sin(qL)
)(
A(0)
B(0)
)
(7.6)
with the length L of the uniform section. This allows for the application of the transfer-
matrix formalism to account for reflective end facets or phase-shift sections (cf. Ref.[25]).
Eventually, the resulting eigenvalue problem has to be solved numerically.
Besides the grating period and coupling coefficients, also the facet phases φF (0) and
φF (L) enter the eigenvalue problem in the case of reflective end facets, and eventually
the eigenfrequencies of the DFB cavity are determined by both. Hence, it is beneficial
if besides the grating period also the facet phases can be controlled. In principle, the
facets can be dry etched, which has been demonstrated for THz DFB QCLs based on
metal-metal waveguides [90]. However, for single-plasmon waveguides, this approach is
hampered by the large penetration depth of the optical mode into the substrate. On a
cleaved die, usually all laser ridges exhibit the same length. Equal facet phases for two
neighboring DFB ridges with periods Λ1 and Λ2 = Λ1 +∆Λ are obtained for cavity lengths
Lm = lΛ1 = (l +m)Λ2, with integers l and m. This results in
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Lm = m
Λ1Λ2
Λ2 − Λ1 = m
Λ1Λ2
∆Λ . (7.7)
For a third grating period Λ3, the same facet phase at Lm is obtained for Λ3 = Λ1Λ2/(2Λ1−
Λ2). This shows that by a proper design of the lithographic grating mask, equal facet
phases for cleaved DFB ridges with different grating periods can be obtained. However,
this approach is limited by the precision of cleaving (typically not better than ±100 µm).
7.2 Calculation of the coupling coefficients for lateral DFB
gratings
In Ref. [93], the coupled-mode theory is applied to interband semiconductor lasers with a
lateral grating. The coupling coefficient is determined by integrating over the mode profile
of a reference waveguide, which uses an average refractive index in the lateral corrugation
region. This rather straightforward approach cannot be applied in the present case because
of the involved corrugated metal layers. The reason is the large magnitude of ∆ε in the
case of metals. The assumption that the lateral mode profile does not change between
wide- and narrow-ridge sections results in coupling coefficients, which are too small to
explain the experimental results. An alternative way to calculate the complex coupling
coefficients arises from the dispersion relation (7.4) for a uniform grating, which can be
interpreted in terms of the band structure of a one-dimensional photonic crystal. We
rewrite Eq. (7.4) using ω = β0c/neff = β0c/(n+ ik):
ω±(q) =
c
n+ ik
(
pi
Λ ±
√
q2 +KabKba
)
. (7.8)
In the following, the wavevector pi/Λ± q is treated as a real quantity, which causes β0 and
∆β to be real, while the frequency ω becomes complex. The case q = 0 correspond to the
eigenfrequencies of a one-dimensional photonic crystal at the edge of the Brillouin zone.
Assuming a symmetric grating with KabKba = (K+ iKg)2, the complex frequencies of the
two eigenmodes at q = 0 are
ω±(0) =
c
n+ ik
[
pi
Λ ± (K + iKg)
]
≈ c
n
[
pi
Λ ± (K + iKg) + i
gn
2
]
, (7.9)
where gn = Γg − αw denotes the net gain. The difference of the two eigenfrequencies
correspond to the complex coupling coefficient
K + iKg =
ng
2c (ω+ − ω−) (7.10)
with ng denoting the group refractive index of the reference waveguide as defined in
Eq. (2.29). Note that even for index coupling (Kg = 0) the frequencies ω± are complex.
In this case, the imaginary part of (ω+ + ω−) corresponds to the net gain.
The problem of calculating the coupling coefficients is now shifted to the calculation of
the complex eigenfrequencies of a photonic crystal at the Bragg wavevector. For an lDFB
grating implemented in a THz waveguide, this requires to solve Maxwell’s equations for
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TM00 TM01 TM02
Re(ω−/[2pic]) (cm−1) 110.83 111.79 113.66
Re(ω+/[2pic]) (cm−1) 111.09 112.79 115.54
Im(ω−/[2pic]) (cm−1) −0.28 −0.53 −0.79
Im(ω+/[2pic]) (cm−1) −0.21 −0.34 −0.55
K (cm−1) 3.0 11.9 22.5
Kg (cm−1) 0.8 2.3 2.9
Table 7.1: Real and imaginary part of the eigenfrequencies ω− and ω+ and corresponding
coupling coefficient K + iKg (ng = 3.8) for the TM00, TM01, and TM02 modes of
the grating geometry shown in Fig. 7.2(a).
the volume of the DFB unit cell with periodic boundary conditions in the ridge direction.
This task has been performed by means of a finite element method using the Maxwell
solver JCMsuite [46, 94]. We have testes the validity of the approach by considering the
analytic result for a first-order index grating with a square modulation of the dielectric
constant, i.e. a spatially constant refractive index in each section of the grating, and no
dispersion (ng = n). In this case, K is given by [92, 93]
K = ∆ε2Λn2 =
2∆n
λB
, (7.11)
where ∆ε = 2n∆n denotes the difference of the dielectric constant between the sections.
Using Λ = 12.5 µm, ∆ε = 0.2, and n = 3.584, Eq. (7.11) results in K = 6.23 cm−1. The
same value (6.23 cm−1) is obtained via the numerical determination of ω− and ω+ for a
corresponding 1D photonic crystal.
Figure 7.2(a) depicts the geometry of the unit cell used for the calculations of the lDFB
coupling coefficients; exploiting the symmetry of the problem, only half of the original
grating unit cell is simulated. Modes, which are symmetric and antisymmetric with respect
to the center of the ridge, are found for different boundary conditions at x = 0 (vanishing
tangential magnetic or electric field, respectively). The grating period is 12.5 µm, and
the full width of the ridge is 120 and 107 µm in the wide- and narrow-ridge section,
respectively. In Figs. 7.2(b), 7.2(c), and 7.2(d), the calculated intensity distributions for
the TM00, TM01, and TM02 modes are shown, respectively, i.e. for modes with zero,
one, and two lateral intensity nodes. The upper and lower panels in Figs. 7.2(b)–7.2(d)
depict the modal intensity for the ω− and ω+ frequencies, respectively, while the left and
right panels show the top- and front-view projections, respectively. The ω+ modes are
localized in the narrow-ridge section of the grating, and the mode profile is basically that
of a Fabry-Pérot single-plasmon waveguide. The ω− modes are localized mainly in the
wide-ridge section. Apparently, the mode profile differs significantly from the ω+ modes.
The intensity distribution exhibits features of a surface plasmon bound to a metal film
of finite width [95] such as the large intensity peaks, which occur at the edges of the
top metallization outside the actual ridge volume. Furthermore, the ω− modes appear to
couple weakly to the bottom contact metallization.
The results for the eigenfrequencies and coupling coefficients are summarized in Tab. 7.1.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Geometry and initial finite-element grid of the unit cell (periodic in the z-
direction) used in the simulations. Top and bottom metallizations are dark yellow
colored, the active region red, the highly doped bottom contact layer cyan, and the
substrate gray. Perfectly matched layers are applied at x = 100 µm (transparent
boundary conditions). (b) Projections of the intensity distribution of the ω− and
ω+ TM00 modes to the xz and xy plane. (c) Intensity projections for the two
TM01 modes. (d) Intensity projections for the two TM02 modes.
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The magnitude of the coupling coefficient increases strongly with increasing lateral mode
index, which is related to a stronger localization of the ω− modes at the edges of the
corrugated ridge. The value of K for the fundamental TM00 mode is larger by a factor
of 4 as compared to the value of K = 0.75 cm−1 obtained from the approximation (7.11)
using ∆ε = n2w − n2n with the effective indices nw and nn corresponding to separate
2D waveguide solutions for wide- and narrow-ridge section, respectively. The imaginary
parts of ω− and ω+ are different, which results in an imaginary component Kg for the
coupling coefficient. Since gain has been neglected for the simulations, i.e. gn = −αw, the
effective waveguide losses for the corresponding reference waveguide can be determined via
αw = Im(ω+ + ω−)n/c. A value of 11.1 cm−1 for the TM00 modes is obtained, while 2D
waveguide simulations of the narrow- and wide-ridge section result in 9.5 and 9.4 cm−1,
respectively, i.e. the lateral grating causes additional losses of about 1.6–1.7 cm−1. The
larger magnitude of the imaginary part of ω± for the TM01 and TM02 modes corresponds
to effective losses of 20 and 30 cm−1, respectively, which should inhibit lasing in the
higher-order lateral modes. Note that the higher-order lateral modes exhibit a larger
lateral extend [cf. Fig. 7.2(c)], which increases the uncertainty for the calculated loss
values due to the influence of region next to the ridge and the way this region is modeled
in the simulations.
So far, the discussion has focused on modes located at q = 0, i.e. on the modes adjacent
to the photonic bandgap. Note that the continuous dispersion relation (7.8) corresponds
to an infinite photonic crystal, while the mode spectrum of a uniform DFB cavity with a
finite length L is discrete according to the different minima of the grating reflectivity. The
KL product of such a cavity is finite, i.e. the product of the coupling coefficient K and the
cavity length L. By considering q 6= 0 in the photonic crystal simulations, the behavior of
the different longitudinal DFB modes of a uniform grating can be approximately simulated
(strictly only for a KL product of infinity, i.e. an infinitely long DFB laser). It shows,
that modes with q 6= 0 are neither located merely in the wide- nor in narrow-ridge section
anymore. As for q = 0, the modes located in the ω− branch have a larger imaginary parts
as compared to modes located in the ω+ branch.
7.3 Experimental results and discussion
The fabrication of the THz QCLs with lateral DFB grating is similar to that of single-
plasmon Fabry-Pérot THz QCLs. In the first step, the metal grating is defined in a lift-off
process (10/100 nm Ti/Au). This is followed by dry etching of the corrugated mesa and
a second metallization step, which defines the bottom contact and reinforces the bonding
area of the top contact (300 nm AuGe/Ni). Subsequently, laser dies are cleaved and In-
soldered to copper submounts. Special care is taken during wire bonding to avoid hitting
the lateral grating regions. In a first step, grating periods of 11.6–13.5 µm were used for
the lithographic masks so that the Bragg frequencies match the range of 3.0–3.7 THz.
The ridge width, as defined by the mask, is 120 µm in the wide-ridge section and 107 µm
in the narrow-ridge section, and the grating duty cycles were 50%. For dry etching, a
reactive ion etch system based on an inductively coupled plasma has been used (Samco,
RIE-200iP).
In the following, the experimental results for three laser stripes from a single die with
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Figure 7.3: Measured characteristics of three lDFB QCLs (ridge length 1.45 mm) with grat-
ing periods of 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm in the single-mode operation regime. (a)
Continuous-wave L-I-V characteristics at different temperatures. The nominal
temperature of 10 K is maintained only up to current values of 0.46 A. (b) Typical
lasing spectra in this regime for all three lasers (logarithmic intensity scale).
grating periods of 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm and as-cleaved facets are exemplarily discussed.
Since the three laser stripes are located on the same die, they have all the same ridge
length (1.45 mm). The lasers were processed from wafer M4-2342, for which Fabry-Pérot
lasers emitted in the range of 3.15–3.45 THz. The lDFB lasers operate in cw mode
with a single-mode emission regime above threshold switching into a multimode emission
regime at elevated driving currents. Figure 7.3(a) shows the light-current-voltage (L-I-V )
characteristics of the three lasers for driving currents up to 0.75 A (455 A cm−2). In
this range, the emission of the lasers is dominated by a single spectral mode. Due to the
large dissipated electrical power, only temperatures above 20 K can be maintained over
the whole range of driving currents. The three lasers exhibit similar L-I-V characteristics
with threshold current densities Jth of 290, 290, and 270 A cm−2 at 30 K for Λ = 12.4,
12.5, and 12.6 µm, respectively. The maximum operating temperature is about 55 K for
Λ = 12.4 and 12.5 µm and about 60 K for Λ = 12.6 µm. The slope efficiency at threshold
(30 K) is approximately 30 mW/A for all three lasers. The output powers at a driving
current of 0.75 A are 8.7, 8.0, and 8.7 mW at 30 K and 3.6, 3.3, and 4.8 mW at 50 K for
Λ = 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm, respectively. For comparison, a Fabry-Pérot laser ridge of the
same wafer with similar dimensions (0.1×1.5 mm2) operated in cw mode up to 55 K with
a threshold current density of 320 A cm−2 at 30 K, a slope efficiency of 20 mW/A at 30 K,
and a maximum cw output power of 7 mW. The reduced threshold current densities of the
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Figure 7.4: (a) Continuous-wave L-I-V characteristics for the laser with Λ = 12.5 µm in-
cluding the multi-mode emission regime (disabled temperature control loop). (b)
Corresponding lasing spectra at four different driving currents.
lDFB QCLs as compared to the Fabry-Pérot QCL are qualitatively explained by a smaller
threshold gain as a consequence of the feedback provided by the grating in addition to the
feedback of the reflective end facets. However, the effect is stronger than expected. While
the levels of cw output power are comparable for lDFB and Fabry-Pérot laser ridges, the
spectral power density for the lDFB QCLs is much higher due to single-mode operation.
Figure 7.3(b) shows typical spectra of the three lasers for the single-mode regime. The
side-mode suppression ratio exceeds the signal-to-noise ratio of 20–30 dB, which is limited
by the baseline of the used Fourier-transform spectrometer and the QCL intensity. No side-
modes could be detected within the entire current and temperature range of Fig. 7.3(a) for
the laser with Λ = 12.5 µm. For the lasers with Λ = 12.4 (12.6) µm, this regime extends
up to 0.7 (0.6) A at 20 K and over the entire current range at elevated temperatures. The
single-mode emission for Λ = 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm occurs at frequencies of 3.35, 3.38,
and 3.30 THz, respectively. The single-mode tuning with driving current and temperature
is limited to about 5 GHz for each laser, which is related to the rather small temperature
dependence of the dielectric constants at low temperatures. While the Bragg frequency of
a uniform grating increases with decreasing grating period, the smaller emission frequency
for Λ = 12.4 µm as compared to 12.5 and 12.6 µm is due to the finite facet reflectance,
which will be discussed later.
In Fig. 7.4(a), the L-I-V characteristics is shown for the laser with Λ = 12.5 µm
including the multi-mode emission regime. Due to the large dissipated electrical power at
elevated current levels, the temperature control loop was disabled for this measurement
resulting in a linear temperature increase of 20 K between Jth and Jmax. At its maximum,
the cw output power exceeds 12 mW for this laser. In Fig. 7.4(b), the emission spectra for
different driving currents are shown. Between 0.75 and 0.9 A, the laser emission switches
from 3.38 to 3.40 THz. This new regime is related to a discontinuity at 0.82 A in the light-
current characteristics, which is also observed in the derivative of the I-V characteristics.
Increasing the driving current to 0.97 A, another mode at 3.53 THz starts to appear, and,
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Figure 7.5: Calculated threshold gain gth vs. frequency of the eigenmodes of the lDFB lasers
(Λ = 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm) in units of gth of the corresponding Fabry-Pérot
cavity. The vertical dashed lines indicate the Bragg frequency using n = 3.58.
The facet phases φF have been determined by SEM imaging using the definition
of Fig. 7.1(a). Blue circles refer to a complex coupling coefficient [K + iKg =
(3.0 + 0.8i) cm−1 ] and gray squares to a real coupling coefficient (K = 3.0 cm−1).
Red triangles indicate the experimentally observed frequencies.
at a driving current of 1.00 A, the laser emission exhibits a complex multi-mode pattern
with strong modes at 3.38/3.40 THz and 3.50/3.53 THz.
The emission spectra can be interpreted within the framework of the coupled-mode
equations for a DFB cavity with two reflective end facets, for which the facet phases
as defined in Fig. 7.1(a) enter the eigenvalue problem. A numerical tool has been used
to solve the coupled-mode equations for this case (CME, FBH Berlin). In Fig. 7.5, the
calculated threshold gain for the TM00 mode is plotted versus the frequency eigenvalues for
the three lDFB QCLs with Λ = 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6 µm. We have performed simulations
either for a complex coupling coefficient or for a real coupling coefficient (Kg = 0). The
experimentally observed single-mode emission and the calculated longitudinal modes with
the lowest threshold gain occur at close-by frequencies, where the quantitative agreement
appears to be better for the simulations with a real coupling coefficient. In this case, an
agreement better than 9 GHz is found for all three lasers, while in the case of a complex
coupling coefficient the calculated mode with the second-lowest threshold gain coincide
with the lasing frequency for Λ = 12.6 µm. While the Bragg frequency (depicted as
dashed lines in Fig. 7.5) decreases with increasing grating period, the finite facet reflectance
and the different facet phases cause lasing in the longitudinal mode below the Bragg
frequency for Λ = 12.4 and 12.6 µm and above the Bragg frequency for Λ = 12.5 µm. The
differences in the calculated threshold gain explain the different experimental threshold
current densities. However, the calculation predicts the lowest threshold gain for Λ =
12.5 µm, but experimentally the lowest Jth is found for Λ = 12.6 µm. Deviations between
experiments and simulations are likely due to the uncertainty of the involved parameters
such as the coupling coefficients. For instance, the occurrence of a small displacement
between the etch and metallization mask might result in a phase difference between index
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and gain coupling, which has been neglected in the simulations.
While the single-mode operation regime is quite well explained by the coupled-mode
equations for the fundamental lateral TM00 mode, the situation becomes more complex
for the multi-mode emission regime. In Fig. 7.4(b), the emission of a second mode at
3.40 THz for the laser with Λ = 12.5 µm can be understood by the Stark shift of the gain
with increasing bias, since the emission frequency agrees with the calculated frequency
of the mode with the second lowest threshold gain. However, the multi-mode emission
pattern for the highest driving current seems to exhibit a stop band between 3.40 and
3.50 THz. This cannot be explained by the spectral position and threshold gain of the
longitudinal modes with TM00 symmetry. A likely explanation is the presence of higher-
order lateral modes such as TM01 and TM02, for which the coupling coefficient is much
larger and the Bragg frequency is increased due to the smaller effective index of these
modes. For lasing of higher-order lateral modes in favor of the fundamental TM00 mode,
the threshold gain close to the frequency of the gain maximum has to be smaller as
compared to the TM00 mode, i.e. the larger coupling coefficient has to compensate for
the higher waveguide losses. An experimental indication for the presence of higher-order
lateral modes was found by imaging the beam profile with a microbolometer camera. For
large driving currents, a change of the beam profile was observed. However, continuous
operation in this regime was prevented by the limited cooling power of the used Stirling
cooler setup.
7.4 Single-mode emission at specified target frequencies
Of particular interest for far-infrared astronomy is the heterodyne spectroscopy of the OI
transition at 4.7448 THz (158.27 cm−1), which requires a local oscillator emitting close
to that frequency (preferable 3.6 GHz below or above the OI transition according to the
specifications for the heterodyne receiver of the current SOFIA mission). The Fabry-Pérot
emission spectra of the wafer M4-2548 include the OI transition frequency for almost all
operating conditions. To obtain the desired single-mode operation, an adjusted DFB mask
has been applied. Grating periods from 8.2–8.7 µm have been used, while the width of the
wide- and narrow-ridge sections have been the same as for the former mask for 3.0–3.7 THz
lDFB lasers. In Figs. 7.6(a) and 7.6(b), the emission spectra are shown for a grating period
of 8.58 µm and a ridge length of 2.47 mm. Due to the large threshold current density
of the used material, only pulsed operation has been possible. The measured spectra are
obtained for operation with 10 µs current pulses, which are optimized for low pulse ringing
amplitudes to simulate cw driving conditions. Just above threshold at 1.89 A/6.3 V, the
laser emits in a single mode at 4.83 THz. With increasing driving bias, the emission
switches to a second mode at 4.80 THz and a third mode at 4.75 THz. The red shift
of the laser emission frequency with increasing driving current is a particular feature of
this active-region design and observed also for Fabry-Pérot lasers (cf. Section 6.2.3). The
laser emission becomes again single-mode above a driving current of 2.51 A up to 3 A (the
limit of the applied current pulser) and for temperatures up to the maximum operating
temperature of 75 K. The laser line in this regime can be tuned between 4.740–4.749 THz
(158.1–158.4 cm−1), which includes the frequency of the OI transition and would allow for
lower- as well as upper-side-band operation of the local oscillator [cf. Fig. 7.6(b)].
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Figure 7.6: (a) Emission spectra for a grating period of 8.58 µm (sample M4-2548, 2.47 mm
long ridge, pulsed operation with 10 µs current pulses). (b) Single-mode emission
above 2.5 A. The solid line indicates the OI frequency of 4.745 THz (158.27 cm−1),
while the dotted lines indicate the possible upper- and lower-side-band frequency
for the local oscillator. Inset: Simulated threshold gain vs. wavenumber for this
ridge. Parameters have been n = 3.695, φF (0) = 0.18, φF (L) = −0.03, and
K = 1.5 cm−1. Gray squares: Kg = 0 cm−1, blue circles: Kg = 0.4 cm−1.
Due to the stronger waveguide confinement close to 5 THz, the calculated value of K of
the fundamental TM00 mode is reduced to 1.5 cm−1. This causes the eigenfrequencies of
the cavity to be close to the Fabry-Pérot case without any grating. The observed spectra
are in agreement with a calculation of the relative threshold gain, which ranges from 0.98
to 1.04 with the lowest value found for the mode at 4.75 THz [cf. inset of Fig. 7.6(b)]. For
the calculation, the values for φF have been determined by SEM imaging.
7.5 Conclusions
The presented results demonstrate that first-order lDFB gratings are suitable to obtain
high-power single-mode operation for THz QCLs with single-plasmon waveguides. Based
on an active region for 3.3 THz, single-mode operation with cw output powers exceeding
8 mW have been obtained. Simulations of the grating unit cell reveal that the large
coupling strength of the gratings is caused by the strong plasmonic metal-light interaction
at the lateral grating edges. The emission frequency of the lasers is determined by the
Bragg frequency of the grating and the facet phases, i.e. the positions of the cleaved
facets with respect to the grating comb. The latter are not known a priori due to the
limited accuracy of the cleaving process. The uncertainty of the emission frequency is
approximately equal to the mode spacing of the corresponding Fabry-Pérot cavity. For a
cavity length of 2.5 mm, the spacing of the Fabry-Pérot modes is about 15 GHz. With
an intrinsic tuning range of 5 GHz, the number of lasers, which are required to obtain
a particular target frequency, is of the order of three. The number of cleaved laser dies
can be kept small, if laser ridges with different grating periods are located on the same
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die. The grating periods should be chosen in such a way that the difference in the Bragg
frequencies is equal or larger than the spacing of the Fabry-Pérot modes for the desired
cavity length. To avoid lasing of higher-order lateral modes, the Bragg frequency for the
fundamental TM00 mode should match approximately the frequency of the gain maximum.
If parameters such as the effective refractive index are sufficiently precisely known, a pre-
selection of laser ridges could be performed by determining the facet phases via SEM
imaging and using these quantities for a numerical solution of the coupled-mode equations.
The feasibility of obtaining single-mode emission at specified target frequencies with a
first-order lateral grating and as-cleaved facets has been demonstrated for the OI transi-
tion, which requires a local oscillator at (4744.8± 3.6) GHz for the heterodyne detection.
The total number of tested laser ridges to fulfill this frequency specification was six, lo-
cated on just two different dies. However, the particular active region did not allow for
cw operation due to the large operating current densities.
For all presented lasers, the value of the KL product is about 0.4. A larger KL yields
in principle a reduced threshold gain, but a smaller slope efficiency and vice versa [64].
Hence, an increase of KL would be beneficial in order to reduce the threshold current
density, but for the trade-off of potentially smaller output powers. To avoid extensively
long laser ridges with large total driving currents, further optimizations toward a smaller
threshold current density might focus on increasing the coupling coefficients, which are
determined by parameters such as the grating duty cycle, the ridge width, and the width
difference between wide- and narrow-ridge sections.
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8 Nonlinear transport effects related to
electric-field domains in THz QCLs
For semiconductor superlattices, many nonlinear transport phenomena are related to the
presence of negative differential resistance (NDR) and the formation of electric-field do-
mains (EFDs). Common phenomena, which have been intensively investigated in the past,
include discontinuities in the I-V characteristics and current self-oscillations [96, 97, 98].
Although QCLs are based on more complex unit cells than typical semiconductor super-
lattices, similar effects are known to exist. EFDs have been reported for mid-infrared
quantum-cascade structures operated below threshold [99] and also for quantum-cascade
structures designed for THz emission [100]. Since these nonlinear transport effects involve
the formation and the movement of space charge accumulation and depletion layers, they
are not covered by QCL simulations, for which a constant voltage drop in each period is
assumed (PVD condition, cf. Section 2.2). However, an understanding of such effects is
important, since they are often in conflict with a stable operation of THz QCLs.
In the first part of this chapter, THz QCLs are discussed, for which the presence of
stationary EFDs affects the continuous-wave I-V and output power characteristics above
threshold, resulting in the observation of discontinuities in the laser characteristics. A
method is presented to simulate the QCL characteristics in the presence of NDR and
EFDs. In the second part of this chapter, THz QCLs are discussed, for which the I-V
and output power characteristics are affected by non-stationary EFDs resulting in current
self-oscillations.
8.1 Stationary electric-field domains
The discussion will focus on a particular active-region design, which resulted in extraordi-
narily low threshold current densities. This allows for the observation of nonlinear trans-
port effects over an extended cw operation range, which would otherwise not be possible
due to excessive device heating.
The active-region design labeled TIX3 and the lasing characteristics of the corresponding
QCLs below the onset of EFD formation have already been discussed in Section 6.1. Above
6 kV/cm, the simulations reveal an NDR regime for this active region. In Figs. 8.1(a) and
8.1(b), the conduction band offset and wavefunctions are shown at 5.7 kV/cm (close to
resonant injection) and at 7.0 kV/cm (in a regime of NDR), respectively. Between the
two field strengths, an anticrossing occurs between the upper laser level |4> and the two
injector states |2> and |3>, which is accompanied by a reduced overlap of these states
at 7.0 kV/cm as well as a stronger localization of the lower laser level |1> and the states
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Figure 8.1: (a) Result of a band structure calculation for (a) below and (b) above the onset
of NDR for the design TIX3. The doped quantum well is indicated by a dotted
horizontal line and the lasing transition by an arrow. IB: injection barrier.
in the extraction/injection miniband. Note also the local screening of the electric field
in front of the injection barrier in both cases, which is due to the different distributions
of electrons and ionized donors. Since the simulation is based on the PVD condition,
i.e. the assumption of an equal voltage drop in each period (cf. Section 2.2), the J(F )
characteristics can be considered as an effective drift velocity-field relation vD(F ) for the
single active-region period, which is given by vD(F ) = (Jd)/(endop) for non-zero sheet
doping densities ndop. As a consequence of the local screening effect and in contrast to the
classical concept of a drift velocity, vD(F ) depends in general also on the doping density of
the system. It may also depend on the initial conditions of the system if multiple stationary
solutions exist for the system of Schrödinger, Poisson, and rate equations. Multiple stable
solutions are found in NDR regions in cases where the doping level causes a significant
local screening.
The field-dependent simulations are performed with a discrete stepwidth ∆F , using the
solution for the carrier and field distribution for each value of F as the set of initial values
for solving the system for F + ∆F . In Fig. 8.2, the calculated vD(F ) characteristics
for the nominal doping density (up- and down-sweep) and for a vanishingly small doping
density are shown. For a doping density of ndop = 2×1011 cm−2, two N-shaped regions are
obtained: The first one (1–3 kV/cm) is related to the alignment of the extraction/injection
miniband, while the N-shaped region around 6.5 kV/cm is related to the anticrossing of
the injector states with the upper laser level. The calculated gain maximum is close to
the onset of the second NDR region. Within the N-shaped regions, the value of vD(F )
depends on the sweep direction. This is explained by several stable field distributions for a
certain value of F and a different order of anticrossings depending on the sweep direction.
For a vanishingly small doping density (ndop = 1 cm−2), only a single solution vD(F )
exists, and the peak at 1.3 kV/cm disappears. Hence, the first N-shaped region is caused
by a local screening of the electric field within each QCL period.
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Figure 8.2: Calculated vD(F ) characteristics for ndop = 2×1011 cm−2 and a vanishing doping
density and different sweep directions (∆F = 0.05 kV/cm).
8.1.1 Experimental results
In the following, the experimental results for the two differently doped QCL structures M4-
2397 and M4-2404 are discussed, which are referred to as samples A and B, respectively, in
this chapter. The doping density for samples A and B is 0.8×1011 cm−2 and 2×1011 cm−2,
repsectively. From both samples, devices for cw operation have been fabricated, using ridge
dimensions of 0.1×0.55 mm2 (sample A) and 0.1×0.50 mm2 (sample B).
The cw L-I-V characteristics and the lasing spectra of device A recorded with a current
source are shown in Figs. 8.3(a) and 8.3(b), respectively. The threshold current density at
10 K is as low as 75 A cm−2. The QCL operates in cw mode up to 50 K with a peak output
power of about 1.5 mW at 10 K and a rather high slope efficiency of 110 mW A−1. The
lasing spectra consist of one or two spectral modes, depending on the operating conditions.
At 10 K, single-mode emission at 4.29 THz is found for current densities below 100 A cm−2
and at 4.36 THz for current densities above 125 A cm−2. In between, the emission consists
of a mixture of both spectral modes. The lower doped device B did not reach the lasing
threshold, and in the following only its dc I-V characteristics will be discussed. However,
by pulsed operation of a larger QCL ridge, laser emission in the range of 4.35–4.45 THz
has been observed for sample B (cf. Section 6.1).
In Fig. 8.4, the cw L-I-V characteristics of device A and the I–V characteristics of device
B are shown under voltage bias. The I-V characteristics of each device exhibit two regions
of hysteresis in the ranges of 1–3 and 4–16 V. In these regions, the I-V characteristics
contain a large number of small discontinuities forming a sawtooth pattern. In the low-
voltage hysteresis loops, the number of discontinuities in each branch is close the number
of QCL periods, while in the high-voltage hysteresis loops significantly fewer but larger
discontinuities occur. The I-V characteristics of device A and B are qualitatively similar.
One main difference is the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop at low voltages, which is
significantly smaller for device B.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Continuous-wave L-I-V characteristics (logarithmic voltage scale) for current
biasing (up-sweep, 0.1 mA steps). (b) Measured cw lasing spectra of device A
(0.1×0.55 mm2 laser ridge) for different current densities at 10 K.
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Figure 8.4: Continuous-wave L-I-V characterisitic of device A and I-V characteristics of de-
vice B (logarithmic current scale) for voltage biasing at 10 K for (a) 0–3 V with a
stepwidth of ∆V=3 mV and (b) 3–16 V with ∆V=10 mV.
Above threshold of device A, a smooth dependence of the cw output power on the
applied bias is found for voltages below 5 V, independent of using a current or voltage
source. In the second regime above 5 V, the output power-voltage (L-V ) characteristics
follows a sawtooth pattern if a voltage source is used. The discontinuities in this pattern are
correlated with the jumps in the I-V characteristics. The peak amplitudes tend to decrease
with increasing voltage, and no emission occurs for voltages above 9.3 V. A similar behavior
is found for current biasing [cf. Fig. 8.3(a)]. However, the I-V characteristics follows a
plateau-step pattern rather than a sawtooth pattern. The up-sweeps in Figs. 8.3(a) and
8.4 are performed up to a bias at which the QCL already turned off. In such a case, the
QCL remains also turned off during a subsequent down-sweep.
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8.1.2 Modeling of QCLs in the presence of stationary EFDs
To simulate the QCL transport characteristics beyond the limits of the PVD condition,
the set of spatially discrete equations which describes the nonlinear dynamics of weakly
coupled superlattices is applied [96, 97]:
Fi − Fi−1 = e
εε0
(n(i)2D − ndop) , (8.1)
e
dn
(i)
2D
dt
= Ji−1→i − Ji→i+1 , (8.2)
N∑
i=0
Fi =
V
d
. (8.3)
Here Fi denotes the average field strength in period i, n(i)2D the sheet carrier concentration
in period i, V the applied voltage, and N the number of periods. The current density,
which enters Eq. (8.2), is given by:
Ji→i+1 =
v(Fi)
d
[
n
(i)
2D − n(i+1)2D exp
(
−eFid
kBT
)]
(8.4)
with v denoting the forward drift velocity [97]. Ohmic boundary conditions are applied
with J0→1 = σcF0 and JN→N+1 = σcFN with σc denoting the contact conductance. For
simulating a voltage bias, F0 is determined by the values of V and F1, ..., FN via Eq. (8.3),
while for simulating a current bias the condition is J0→1 = JN→N+1 = const. The Euler
method has been used to find the stationary solutions by iterating Eqs. (8.1)–(8.3) in time
until the current densities Ji→i+1 converge to a single value.
In contrast to vD(F ), we assume that v(F ) does not depend on the carrier density nor
on the initial conditions of the system. With this assumption, the QCL is treated as a
superlattice with a particular drift velocity-field relation, i.e. the carrier dynamics within
each QCL period becomes decoupled from the dynamics of the macroscopic system. As a
consequence, a microscopic description of the charge accumulation process is not covered
by this approach. In analogy to superlattice transport models with multiple subband
resonances, a sum of Esaki-Tsu terms [101] is used to approximate the data obtained from
the PVD calculations:
v(F ) =
nmax∑
j=1
ajF
(F − F (j))2 + b2j
. (8.5)
Here nmax is the number of intersubband resonances, F (j) are the field strengths at the
resonances, and aj and bj are parameters describing their height and width, respectively.
Equation (8.5) automatically fulfills the condition v(F ) → 0 for F → 0 without having
to assume a field dependence of the parameters aj and bj . In contrast, the microscopic
treatment of superlattice transport in Ref. [97] results in a formal sum of Lorentzians, but
with partly field-dependent parameters.
The results of a transport simulation for the voltage biased QCL structure are shown in
Figs. 8.5(a) and 8.5(b). The used v(F ) relation is shown in the inset of Fig. 8.5(a). Based
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Figure 8.5: (a) Calculated I-V characteristics (logarithmic voltage and current scales) for
Ohmic boundary conditions and voltage biasing (σc = 0.075 (Ω cm)−1, ndop = 2×
1011cm−2, N = 85, ∆V = 5 mV, T = 30 K). Inset: v(F ) relation used in the
simulation. (b) Calculated spatial distribution of the carrier density n2D and
electric field F at 14.2 V during a voltage up-sweep.
on Eq. (8.5), it fits the vD(F ) data shown in Fig. 8.2 (ndop = 2×1011 cm−2, averaged over
up- and down-sweep). Two regions of hysteresis are observed in the I-V characteristics
shown in Fig. 8.5(a), which are related to the NDR regions in the v(F ) relation. The jumps
in the I-V characteristics are due to the discontinuous motion of a charge accumulation
layer, which moves from the collector toward the emitter for an up-sweep and from the
emitter toward the collector for a down-sweep of the voltage. The jumps can occur across
one or several periods at a time, leading to different jump heights. The distribution of the
carriers and the electric field at a point within the second hysteresis loop is exemplarily
shown in Fig. 8.5(b). A single charge accumulation layer extending across one period
divides a low- and a high-field domain. Scenarios involving also charge depletion layers
are obtained, if σc is reduced below a value σcrit = endopvM/(dFM ) = 0.05 (Ωcm)−1,
which is determined by the second local maximum (FM , vM ) in the v(F ) relation. Due to
a better agreement with the experimental data, we assume that σc > σcrit. It has been
further found that the stationary I-V characteristics does not depend significantly on the
particular value of σc for σc ≥ 1.5 σcrit. Note that the use of Ohmic boundary conditions
is quite a simplification and that a particular value of σc cannot be easily determined by
experimental means. In fact, the properties of the contacts are also determined by the
quantum wells in the vicinity of the contact interfaces and are very likely non-Ohmic.
By changing the parameter a1, which affects the height of the first local maximum at
1.3 kV cm−1 in the v(F ) relation, the area enclosed by the low-voltage hysteresis loop is
changed. If set to zero, the domain/hysteresis region at low voltages disappears, while
the domain/hysteresis region at higher voltages is not affected. Since the corresponding
feature in the effective drift velocity of the single period can be ascribed to a finite doping
density (cf. Fig. 8.2), the hysteresis loop at low voltages is a macroscopic signature of the
local screening of the electric field within the QCL period.
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In the following, a basic model is described to calculate the output power characteristics
of the QCL in the presence of EFDs. For simplicity, the influence of stimulated emission
on the transport characteristics is not taken into account, which is strictly valid only for
a vanishing internal quantum efficiency. A well known effect of stimulated emission is the
discontinuity of the differential resistance at threshold [49]. In addition to that, stimulated
emission could in principle affect the onset of NDR and domain formation. However, for
a sample similar to the present one (M4-2473), it has been found that this effect is rather
small [47] and can be neglected to a first approximation.
The output power-current characteristics for a semiconductor laser is given by Pout(J) =
SA(J −Jth) with S denoting the slope efficiency and A the area of the laser ridge. In case
of EFDs, the slope efficiency and the confinement factor depend on the number of periods
in the low-field domain, since typically only they contribute to gain. To account for this,
the threshold current density is written as:
Jth,N =
αw + αm
g˜ΓN
= N
N
Jth,N , (8.6)
where N denotes the number of periods contributing to gain. ΓN is the confinement
factor for N periods: ΓN = (N/N)ΓN . Here, it is assumed that the differential gain g˜ is
independent of the threshold current density. The slope efficiency is proportional to the
number of periods contributing to gain, S(N) ≡ SN = (N/N) SN , where SN is further
assumed to be constant. The output power can now be written as:
P (J,N) = SNA
(
N
N
J − Jth,N
)
for J > Jth,N , (8.7a)
P (J,N) = 0 for J < Jth,N . (8.7b)
Since N is determined by the nonlinear transport characteristics, Eqs. (8.7a) and (8.7b)
cover also cases, for which the QCL turns off above a certain bias and turns on again at an
even higher bias, while it stays completely turned off during a down-sweep such as found
in the experimental data shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4.
To practically determine N , the values Fi and the gain-field characteristics of a single pe-
riod are used. A positive gain occurs only within a small range of the field strength around
the gain maximum in the PDR regime, and N is identified by the number of periods within
this range. The relevant field strength range is obtained from a frequency-independent
gain-field characteristics g(F ), which is deduced from the frequency-dependent gain-field
characteristics for a single period [as shown in Fig. 6.1(b)] via g(F ) = maxω[g(ω, F )]. The
gain-field characteristics is subsequently approximated by a Gaussian profile, and periods
within three times the standard deviation σs are considered to contribute to the gain. The
resulting g(F ) characteristics for two different values γIB for the inhomogeneous broaden-
ing (in addition to the lifetime broadening) and the corresponding fits to Gaussian profiles
are shown in Fig. 8.6(a).
In this model, Jth,N is an input parameter, which is taken from the experiment or from
the simulated J(F ) characteristics using the value of F , for which ΓNg(F ) = αw + αm
holds. Figure 8.6(b) shows calculated L-V characteristics based on the I-V characteristics
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Figure 8.6: (a) Calculated gain-field characteristics for a single period and two different values
for the inhomogeneous broadening parameter (symbols). The corresponding fits to
Gaussian profiles are shown as lines. (b) Calculated L-V characteristics for three
different values of Jth,N (Fpeak = 5.1 kV/cm, 2σs = 0.98). No emission occurs
during the down-sweeps.
of Fig. 8.5(a). The three values of Jth,N correspond to the measured value of Jth of device
A (75 A cm−2) and the numerical values obtained from the simulations for γIB = 0 and
0.5 meV (120 and 200 A cm−2, respectively).1 Similar to the experimental observation,
the output power follows a saw-tooth pattern for an up-sweep of the voltage, while no
emission occurs during a down-sweep. The characteristics is mainly affected by the value
of Jth,N . For higher values of Jth,N , the intensity decreases, eventually resulting in a
series of disconnected emission spikes. The temperature increase in the active region,
which is due to Ohmic heating in the low- and high-field domain, is not considered in the
calculation and is likely to explain the smaller maximum operating voltage of about 9 V
in the experimental characteristics of device A as compared to 20 V in the calculation for
Jth,N = 75 A cm−2.
8.1.3 Discussion
The simulated and measured characteristics follow basically the same pattern. The dis-
continuities in the J-V and the L-V characteristics are correlated and explained by a
switching of more and more periods into the high-field domain. Hence, a decreasing num-
ber of periods in the low-field domain contribute to gain, and the confinement factor and
output power are discontinuously reduced. However, up to the point of maximum output,
the increasing output power per period with increasing current overcompensates the re-
duction of the output power due to a decreased confinement factor. By a further increase
of the bias, the laser eventually turns off due to the reduced confinement factor and the
Ohmic heating, which is enhanced by the additional voltage drop in the high-field domain.
Due to the nonlinearity of the system, the exact number, position, and height of the jumps
1The numerical values have been determined using ΓN = 0.35 and αw + αm = 32 cm−1.
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in the I-V and the L-V characteristics depend sensitively on the parameters used in the
simulations. Experimentally, these quantities cannot be well reproduced.
The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop at low voltages is significantly smaller for the
lower doped sample B. The simulations show that this hysteresis loop can be ascribed to a
finite doping level, causing a screening of the electric field in front of the injection barrier.
Hence, the occurrence of this loop and the quantitative difference between the differently
doped samples A and B can be seen as an experimental fingerprint for the screening of
the electric field by mobile carriers within a QCL period.
An obvious relation between jumps in the J-V characteristics and the lasing frequency
has not been found. However, frequency jumps may occur below the resolution of the used
Fourier transform spectrometer of 0.12 cm−1 (3.6 GHz), having consequences for the fine
tuning of the cw laser frequency. Such a fine tuning in the sub-GHz range is required for
applications such as heterodyne detection [9, 10, 11, 12]. It is usually obtained by changing
the cw driving current, exploiting the temperature dependence of the complex refractive
index of the laser cavity. For a continuous frequency tuning, the I-V characteristics
has to be smooth, which is not the case in the presence of EFDs. Hence, for applications
requiring a frequency stabilization, the laser should be operated in a regime without EFDs.
Therefore, it would be sufficient if the gain of the QCL period occurs in non-N-shaped
parts of the vD(F ) characteristics, i.e. parts which are uniquely invertible.
For the sake of clarity, only experimental results for two samples have been discussed.
However, similar results have been obtained for two other samples based on the same
active-region design with doping densities of 4 and 5×1011 cm−2 (samples M4-2421 and
M4-2429, respectively). Due to the higher doping densities and consistent with the pre-
vious discussion, the area enclosed by the low-voltage hysteresis loop in the I-V charac-
teristics is larger for these samples. Otherwise, no qualitative differences are observed in
the sawtooth patterns of the voltage-driven I-V characteristics. However, the sawtooth
patterns in the L-V characteristics tend to have a more complex envelope as compared to
sample A.
8.2 Self-oscillations due to non-stationary electric-field domains
Current self-oscillations in systems exhibiting NDR are known since the discovery of the
Gunn effect [102]. Their occurrence is also observed for weakly and strongly coupled su-
perlattices [97] and is related to traveling space charge monopoles or dipoles. In weakly
coupled superlattices, i.e. systems with an N-shaped NDR, the presence of either station-
ary EFDs or current self-oscillations depend on the doping density as a critical parameter.
The nonlinear transport simulations for THz QCLs described in the previous section re-
sult usually only in the formation of stationary EFDs. However, the experiments reveal
self-oscillations instead of stationary EFDs for certain THz QCLs. One example is sample
M4-2340, for which the lasing characteristics in the usual PDR operation regime have
already been discussed in Chapter 5.
Figures 8.7(a) and 8.7(b) depict the results of a dc L-I-V characterization under voltage
bias for a laser ridge of sample M4-2340. Current self-oscillations in the NDR regime have
been detected by a digital storage oscilloscope using a coaxial cable as a probe. The
oscillations are anharmonic [cf. inset of Fig. 8.7(a)] with an oscillation duty cycle, which
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Figure 8.7: (a) L-I-V characteristics under dc voltage bias conditions for sample M4-2340
(0.1×1.7 mm2 laser ridge). The voltage region of current self-oscillations is
hatched. Inset: oscilloscope trace for a bias above the onset of oscillations. (b)
Fundamental frequency of the oscillation vs. voltage.
ranges typically between 10% and 50%. Interestingly, a rather large lasing power of more
than 2 mW is still present above the onset of self-oscillations. In contrast to the stationary
EFDs for the previously discussed samples, hysteresis loops are practically absent in the
dc characteristics [cf. Fig. 8.7(a)]. The fundamental oscillation frequency (i.e. the inverse
of the oscillation period) is a discontinuous function of the voltage and ranges between 20
and 160 MHz, which is different for up- and down-sweep [Fig. 8.7(b)]. Note that in the
used measurement configuration the oscilloscope monitors the voltage across the QCL.
Due to the series resistance of the QCL (mainly caused by the GaAs bottom contact
layer), current self-oscillations of the active region are detected as an oscillating voltage.
Using a voltage source, the observation of voltage oscillations appears counter-intuitive
and is indeed related to the particular experimental situation. For the applied dc source
(Keithley, 2635A), the voltage settling time is about 100 µs [103]. This is much larger
than the observed oscillation periods of the order of 5–100 ns and prevents a damping of
the oscillations by the voltage control loop, i.e. the dc source acts as a voltage source only
on an average time scale.
Since a substantial average lasing output power is observed in the oscillation regime, the
question arises whether the current self-oscillations are causing oscillations of the output
power and by that additional spectral sidebands. Therefore, the lasing intensity of another
laser ridge of this sample has been directly measured using a fast hot-electron bolometer
with a bandwidth of about 200 MHz (limited by the used preamplifier). The setup of this
measurement is basically the same as for the pulsed-mode characterization of QCLs, where
in addition the amplified bolometer signal is measured by the oscilloscope. In Figs. 8.8(a)
and 8.8(b), the results for an applied 700 ns driving pulse are shown. After a transient time
of 100 ns, the signals of the current monitor and the intensity signal become modulated
with the same frequency of 175 MHz (and higher harmonics). By using different pulse
sources and driving pulse amplitudes, self-oscillation frequencies in the range of 100–
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Figure 8.8: Time-resolved measurements for a 0.2×0.94 mm2 laser ridge of sample M4-2340
operated in pulsed mode above the onset of current self-oscillations. (a) Amplitude
of the current pulse. (b) Laser signal as detected with a hot-electron bolometer.
180 MHz have been observed for this device with a discontinuous dependence on the
nominal bias value. Spectrally, such modulations cause sideband frequencies of the laser
line, which would eventually limit the resolution of heterodyne experiments if the QCL is
operated in a self-oscillation regime. While the observed self-oscillations are qualitatively
similar for different driving sources and different laser ridges, parameters such as the
oscillation frequency and duty cycle depend sensitively on the particular sample and are
usually not well reproducible. To confirm that the oscillations are indeed related to internal
nonlinear processes of the sample, the lengths of the used coaxial cables have been changed,
which revealed that the oscillation frequency is not a function of the cable length.
The nonlinear transport simulations described above usually result in the formation of
stationary EFDs if the nominal QCL doping densities are used as a parameter. A lower
bound for the critical doping level for the formation of stationary EFDs is given by [97]
ndop >
ε(Fm − FM )
e
vm
vM − vm , (8.8)
which is determined by the local minimum (Fm,vm) and maximum (FM ,vM ) of the drift
velocity as a function of the field strength. For the present sample M4-2340, a theoretical
value of 2.1×1010 cm−2 is obtained, while the experimental doping density is 9×1010 cm−2.
Using a doping parameter below 2.1×1010cm−2, the simulations reveal self-oscillations
instead of stationary EFDs. 2
In Fig. 8.9(a), the calculated current-voltage characteristics is shown for a doping level
of 2.0×1010 cm−2, where the oscillating regime is depicted as a red line. Due to the small
doping level, no hysteresis loop is found outside the oscillation regime. To confirm that
the oscillations are indeed a property of the system and not an artefact of the numerical
iteration loop, different time steps have been used for the Euler iteration (identical results
2To account for a depletion region in the highly doped bottom contact layer, the applied boundary
condition for the anode is JN→N+1 = σcnNFN [96].
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Figure 8.9: (a) Simulated I-V characteristics for sample M4-2340 (up- and down-sweep) and
a doping parameter of 2×1010cm−2. The oscillation regime is indicated by the
red line. Inset: Drift velocity-field relation. Dots refer to the result of a PVD
simulation and the blue line to the Esaki-Tsu approximation used for the non-
linear transport simulations. (b) Fundamental frequency vs. voltage within
the oscillation regime. Inset: current oscillation in the time domain for 8.9 V
(2×1010cm−2). Used parameters for the simulation are σc = 0.075 (Ω cm)−1,
N = 85, ∆V = 100 mV, T = 30 K, 15 ps time steps, 240 ns total time.
are obtained for time steps of 7.5 and 15 ps).
For doping levels of 2.0×1010 cm−2, the self-oscillation frequencies range between 90–
240 MHz for a bias between 6 and 30 V exhibiting a nonlinear increase with voltage
[cf. Fig. 8.9(b)]. Decreasing the doping density to 1.0×1010 cm−2, the frequency-voltage
characteristics remains qualitatively similar, but exhibits a steeper slope. The inset of
Fig. 8.9(b) depicts the current oscillations in the time domain for a voltage of 8.9 V
(ndop = 2.0×1010 cm−2). As in the experiment, anharmonic oscillations are found. In the
simulations, these oscillations are caused by traveling space charge dipoles. The charge
and electric-field distribution in the active region are illustrated in Fig. 8.10 for the three
points labeled 1, 2, and 3 in the inset of Fig. 8.9(b). A charge depletion layer followed
by a charge accumulation layer travels from the cathode (the top metal contact) toward
the anode (the highly doped bottom contact layer). The traveling dipole is related to
a traveling high-field domain. During that process, most of the periods remain in the
low-field domain. Such dipole oscillations could explain the experimental observation of
output-power oscillations over an extended voltage range, since the optical gain would be
provided by a large number of periods in the low-field domain.
Just below the critical doping density, the oscillation frequencies are of the same or-
der of magnitude as the experimentally observed frequencies. While for dc biasing the
simulations show a continuous voltage dependence of the oscillation frequency, which is
independent of the sweep direction, the discontinuous experimental characteristics appear
significantly more complex. The different behavior might be in part a consequence of the
much larger charge densities in the experimental case, but could be also a consequence
of the more complex experimental situation such as the presence of an additional series
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Figure 8.10: (a) Calculated carrier distribution and (b) calculated distribution of the electric
field for the three points labeled 1,2, and 3 in the inset of Fig. 8.9(b).
resistance. An additional experimental problem is the fact that the applied sources are
neither true voltage nor current sources on the time scale of the oscillations.
To obtain control of the dipole oscillation frequency, Gunn diodes are operated within
a resonant circuit. Recently, similar devices based on current self-oscillations in strongly
coupled superlattices have been demonstrated[104, 105, 106]. In analogy, operation within
a resonant circuit might represent an additional well-controlled operation mode for THz
QCLs in the presence of self-oscillations.
Obviously, the vD(F ) approximation obtained from the microscopic active-region simu-
lation of the present sample results in an incorrect prediction of the critical doping density
for the occurrence of current self-oscillations. A more accurate model might be obtained
by including the microscopic dynamics of the charge accumulation processes, which is be-
yond the effective-drift-velocity approach. Note that the critical doping density becomes
larger in the presence of additional parasitic current channels, which can be taken into
account by considering a shunt conductance σsh: vD(F ) → vD(F ) + σsh/(en3D)F . For
example, for a value of σsh = 4×10−2(Ω cm)−1, simulations using the nominal doping
density of 9×1010 cm−2 reveal self-oscillations in the range of 7.2–10.6 V. However, the
calculated current densities and oscillation frequencies in the range of 0.5–1.6 GHz are
larger by more than a factor of two as compared to the experimental values. In contrast
to the simulations based on the original vD relation, the oscillations are related to the
oscillating width of a high-field domain located at the anode.
8.3 Conclusions
The presence of NDR causes several nonlinear transport effects in THz QCLs such as
the formation of stationary EFDs and current self-oscillations. Two samples have been
presented, for which a coexistence of lasing and either stationary EFDs or current self-
oscillations is observed. To simulate such nonlinear transport effects, the macroscopic
transport equations for weakly coupled superlattices have been adopted for QCLs by us-
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ing an effective drift velocity-field relation. In the case of stationary EFDs, a reasonable
agreement between experimental results and simulations is found. The experimentally
observed discontinuities and the hysteresis in the L-I-V characteristics are related to the
step-wise movement of a single charge accumulation layer from the collector toward the
emitter contact for an up-sweep of the bias and from the emitter toward the collector
contact for a down-sweep of the bias. In the case of self-oscillations, the situation appears
to be more complex. It is found experimentally that current self-oscillations and output
power oscillations are correlated. However, particular oscillation parameters such as the
frequency depend sensitively on the experimental conditions and are difficult to be repro-
duced in the calculations. The simulations for this sample fail to predict self-oscillations
if the nominal doping density is used as a parameter. By using a doping parameter below
the critical doping density for self-oscillations, the simulations result in dipole oscillations
related to a high-field domain, which travels from the emitter toward the collector and
which is formed by a preceding depletion layer and a following accumulation layer. Sim-
ilar oscillation frequencies are observed experimentally, which suggests the presence of
dipole oscillations in the investigated THz QCLs. In the present model, a static drift
velocity-field relation is assumed, i.e. the dynamics of the charge redistribution within
the active-region period is neglected. While this approach reproduces many of the ob-
served effects, quantitative and qualitative improvements might be obtained for models,
which include stimulated emission as well as the interaction of space charge and electronic
transport on the scale of the wavefunctions.
It remains an open question how to avoid dynamic space charge formation in THz QCLs.
One general problem for designs including LO phonon-assisted transitions are the large
differences between scattering rates below and above the LO phonon energy. Since the
photon energy of THz QCLs is below the LO phonon energy, the lasing transition itself
presents a strong bottleneck for electrons. This allows for a large population inversion in
resonant phonon designs, but also generates a large NDR. This problem is partly avoided,
if all transitions are designed to be below the LO phonon energy such as in original
bound-to-continuum designs [68, 69], but with the drawback of a more limited operating
temperature range.
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The main focus of this work has been on the development of THz QCLs for spectroscopic
applications such as THz heterodyne detectors. A particular interest has been the de-
velopment of THz QCLs for the use as a local oscillator in heterodyne receivers for the
important astronomic OI line at 4.75 THz. Another focus is the investigation of nonlinear
transport effects related to the presence of negative differential resistance, which plays an
important role regarding the stable operation of THz QCLs.
The development of QCLs for a local oscillator source included several aspects. On the
one hand, the active region of the QCL has to provide gain around the desired frequency
and has to allow for continuous-wave operation in small-size cryocoolers, which requires
low threshold current densities and low operating voltages. On the other hand, a cavity is
needed, which allows for controlled single-mode emission. Due to their application-friendly
properties such as a suitable emission profile, the investigated lasers use so-called single-
plasmon waveguides. THz QCLs with high output powers and low operating voltages emit-
ting around 3 THz are obtained for an active-region design based on LO phonon-assisted
intersubband transitions. While these lasers rely on a GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructure
with x = 0.15, the same heterostructures with an Al content of x = 0.25 resulted in very
low threshold current densities. By readjusting the barrier thicknesses in order to account
for the larger barrier height, QCLs with similar properties for x = 0.15 and x = 0.25
have been obtained. Due to the higher barriers, x = 0.25 has been used for the develop-
ment of THz QCLs above 4 THz, for which the subband energies are in general increased.
Due to the many involved parameters, the realization of an active region which combines
suitable continuous-wave operating parameters with emission at 4.75 THz has proven to
be challenging. Successive modifications of an active-region design are examined in order
to obtain optimized THz QCLs for the desired frequency range. The results indicate a
general trend toward a smaller maximum operating temperature at higher frequencies.
For the required single-mode emission, THz QCLs with first-order lateral DFB gratings
are investigated. THz QCLs which operate in continuous-wave mode with single-mode
emission and high output powers are demonstrated. In conjunction with a general method
to calculate the coupling coefficients of the gratings, the lasers are well described by the
coupled-mode theory of DFB lasers with two reflective end facets. The emission frequency
is determined by the grating period and the positions of the laser facets with respect
to the grating comb. One challenge is the inaccuracy of the cleaving process, which
causes a frequency uncertainty of the order of the spacing of the Fabry-Pérot modes. This
uncertainty can be compensated to a certain extent by a proper combination of ridges with
different grating periods on each cleaved die. Eventually, single-mode operation within
the frequency specifications for the local oscillator at 4.75 THz has been obtained by
examining a small number of laser ridges with slightly different grating periods.
A significant feature of THz QCLs is the occurrence of a negative differential resis-
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tance regime at elevated field strengths, which causes various nonlinear transport effects
related to the formation of stationary and non-stationary electric-field domains. For cer-
tain THz QCLs, we observed such effects in coexistence with lasing. The presence of
stationary electric-field domains is related to discontinuities in the static light-current
and current-voltage characteristics, while non-stationary electric-field domains are related
to current self-oscillations and a temporal modulation of the output power. To model
these effects, the equations describing the nonlinear transport in weakly coupled super-
lattices are adopted for QCLs by introducing an effective drift velocity-field relation. In
the case of stationary domains, a reasonable agreement between measurements and sim-
ulations is obtained. However, the simple model fails to explain the observed complex
experimental behavior in case of current self-oscillations. Besides an improvement of the
nonlinear-transport model, further experimental and theoretical research might focus on
the operation of THz QCLs in resonant circuits, which could allow for well-controlled
operation modes in the presence of current self-oscillations similar to recently reported
superlattice devices.
In terms of the operation as local oscillators at 4.75 THz, one remaining challenge is
the combined high-output power, single-mode, and continuous-wave operation of a THz
QCL within the frequency specifications, which requires a wafer with gain at the tar-
get frequency and sufficiently small threshold current densities. There appears to be no
general restriction to obtain this combined goal: single-plasmon waveguides with lateral
DFB gratings show to be appropriate cavities for high-output power single-mode emis-
sion, and wafers with suitable properties have been obtained already for close-by emission
frequencies. While a compact operating system for such THz QCLs can be realized by us-
ing small-size Stirling coolers, continuous-wave operation based on liquid nitrogen cooling
shows to be challenging. However, for many of the investigated THz QCLs, a better heat
management such as episide-down mounting is likely to result in operating temperatures
above 80 K.
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Appendix: Nominal layer sequences
All samples are grown at 600 ◦C on SI GaAs (001). After a 300 nm GaAs buffer layer,
a 75 nm Al0.95Ga0.05As layer is grown (used for optical monitoring and as an etch stop,
not present for samples marked with ∗) followed by 700 nm GaAs:Si (2×1018 cm−3), the
active-region sequence, and 80 nm GaAs:Si (5×1018 cm−3) as a top contact layer. In the
following, only the active-region sequences are given, with the last layer being closest to
the substrate. Bold numbers refer to AlxGa1−xAs barriers, and underlined numbers to
doped layers. ndop refer to the nominal volume doping density of the underlined layers.
Wafer No. M4-2235∗, M4-2239∗, M4-2243∗, M4-2247∗, M4-2325, M4-2326
Active region 85×(10.1/0.5/16.2/1/12.9/2/11.8/3/9.5/3/8.6/
(x = 0.15) 3/7.1/3/17/3/14.5/4)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 2.5, 3.0, 2.5, 3.5, 10, 2.5
Wafer No. M4-2340
Active region 85×(10.1/0.5/16.2/1/12.9/2/11.8/3/9.5/3/8.6/
(x = 0.25) 3/7.1/3/17/3/14.5/4)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 5.0
Wafer No. M4-2342
Active region 85×(10.1/0.4/16.2/0.8/12.9/1.55/11.8/2.3/9.5/2.3/8.6/
(x = 0.25) 2.3/7.1/2.3/17/2.3/14.5/3.1)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 5.0
Wafer No. M4-2397∗, M4-2404, M4-2421, M4-2429
Active region 85×(3.7/1/23/1/13.5/2/11.5/3/9.4/3/8.5/
(x = 0.25) 3/7.5/3/16.8/3.3/14.4/4)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 6.0, 12, 24, 24
Wafer No. M4-2435
Active region 85×(3.7/1/23/1/13.5/2/11.5/1.5/8.7/1.5/7.7/
(x = 0.25) 1.5/6.8/1.5/16.8/2.8/14.4/3)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 12
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Wafer No. M4-2454
Active region 85×(3.7/1/23/1/13.5/2/11.5/3/9.4/3/8.5/
(x = 0.25) 3/7.5/3/16.8/2.8/14.4/3)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 12
Wafer No. M4-2455
Active region 85×(3.7/1/23/1/13.5/2/11.5/1.5/8.7/1.5/7.7/
(x = 0.25) 1.5/6.8/1.5/16.8/3.3/14.4/4)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 12
Wafer No. M4-2473, M4-2478
Active region 85×(3.1/1.3/24.4/1.5/14.5/2/11.6/3/9.4/3/7.8/
(x = 0.25) 2.2/7.0/2.2/16.2/3.8/14.8/1.7)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 8.0, 12
Wafer No. M4-2491, M4-2540
Active region 85×(3.5/1.5/24.4/1.8/14.5/2.5/11.8/3/9.4/3/7.8/
(x = 0.25) 2.2/7.0/1.8/15.7/3.8/14.3/1.5)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 12, 12
Wafer No. M4-2535
Active region 88×(25.4/1.7/16.6/0.8/10.3/1.2/9.4/1.6/7.8/1.9/7.0/
(x = 0.25) 1.9/17.2/3.8/15.5/3.0)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 8.0
Wafer No. M4-2548
Active region 88×(24.1/1.6/15.8/0.8/9.8/1.1/8.9/1.5/7.4/1.8/6.7/
(x = 0.25) 1.8/16.3/3.6/14.7/2.8)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 8.0
Wafer No. M4-2561
Active region 88×(24.9/1.9/16.3/0.9/10.1/1.3/9.2/1.8/7.6/2.1/6.9/
(x = 0.25) 1.85/16.9/3.8/15.2/3.3)
ndop (1016 cm−3) 8.0
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